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Poetry

Will Seley - Collected Poems

Spring Has Sprung

The cold winter and fall

Not helpful for me at all

My limbs are all shriveled up

I’d love some water, just a cup.

Cold wind pushing me back and forth

It’s not easy to spread my limbs in the north.

The days go by sadly and slowly,

I need the sun so come out and save me.

When my body can’t do anything,

The clouds break and bring the spring.

Sun rays beam down onto my pedals,

Spring has begun, I can hear the bells.
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My body extending thoroughly,

I made it long enough just narrowly.

From the small two inch plant I was last week,

I’ve grown to a two foot tall peak.

Could’ve given up during winter but it was my duty,

To stay and grow so I could show my full beauty.

Aye, Batta Batta!

My love for the game is like a child and their doll,

But I don’t think I’ll make it far in baseball.

My knees are weak, my arms are noodles,

When I’m up to bat, it’s just brutal

My biggest �aw is the lack of con�dence

It makes me nervous, which is a bad consequence.

Hitting zero for thirty on the season,

Last game on Saturday is one more reason

To show the coaches I belong,

To prove all my thoughts and haters wrong.

First pitch comes in straight towards the plate,

I didn’t swing too early nor too late.
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A direct hit sends the ball �ying,

A home run is what I’ll be supplying.

Looking back on that fateful day

When I �nally learned how to play

I’m very glad it went that way,

It helped me grow into the man I am today.

A starter for the San Diego Padres.

Robert Wadlow

Everyone wants to be tall,

They want to be able to slam dunk a basketball.

Some are naturally gifted with their height

Others not quite.

Some want to be the tallest of them all,

To tower like the Great Wall.

Robert Wadlow was gifted with this trait,

But it was this gift that sealed his fate.

Five foot four at the age of �ve,

Looked as if he could already drive.

In three years eight more inches he had,
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He was already taller than his dad.

At seventeen years he was taller than Shaq,

At eight foot one he could give him a piggyback.

This blessing also came as a curse,

Robert su�ered pituitary gigantism and needed a nurse.

Doctors didn’t feel comfortable to operate

All Robert could do was wait.

Needing a leg brace and walking stick by the age of 20,

He continued to grow by the plenty.

He died at a young age of 22,

He su�ered from what the legs put him through.

Everyone wants to be tall but it comes with a price,

Accept that short or tall, it will su�ce.

God Almighty

Father Jermichael, was one of the holiest men

But this identity isn’t what it’s always been.

Until the age of 35, he was a menace to all

Stealing from people and getting in brawls.

He could pick a lock with his eyes closed,
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He’d silence any who opposed.

He was the leader of a biker group

They called themselves the Danger Troops.

Jermichael was a man of the streets

Nothing he owned came with receipts.

He didn’t believe or think he needed God

But he didn’t know this is why his life was �awed.

One day as the biker gang was out

A random cli� came about.

The whole gang, one by one,

Slid o� the edge and they were done.

One man lay at the bottom without a scratch,

It was Jermichael who received the safety catch.

He says he was saved by the hands of God

He had to worship, or else he’s a fraud.

From that day on and the rest of his life,

He stayed faithful with no strife.

Jermichael grew out of his old ways,

So he could follow God, always o�ering praise.
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Finished

They say time �ies and you don’t even notice it,

It’s the truth, before you know anything it’s over in a split.

One year ago I was a freshman learning the rules,

Is what it feels like but now I’m out of school.

Four long and busy years went by,

And we’re out in just the blink of an eye.

The constant sports after school and early wake ups,

It was tough but I’ll miss it when I’m a grownup.

Hanging out and kicking back all day,

Sad to think I’ll be two states away.

My days of being a child are behind me now,

I’m an adult and I need to act like it anyhow.

Graduation is nearing and will be here soon,

At this rate, it’ll be over before it feels like noon.

And then I’m out,

So free I can shout,

Can �nally checkout.

There is no doubt,

That it was a great four years,
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I give everyone a cheer,

As they start their new year.

These four were some to remember,

But the next four will be even more tender.

Ava Beatty - Collected Poems

My Green Floral Dress

The coral and golden leaves falling on my face

With the cold air blowing on my skin and swiftly moving my hair

But through those times my feet never left a trace

Didn’t even get the chance once I saw the man, that suddenly turned into a pair

The sun beaming on my neck while in the cool cerulean water

While the pond �sh swim around my feet
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People leaving forcing me to be my own spotter

No one even seeing me from that busy street

Being excited how my dress twirls around me

And rolling down the brightest green hills

While getting caught at the big oak tree

No one could see my my body turn into ultimate chills

I’m now one with that sparking cerulean pond

But there’s no reason to stress

Even though I can’t change the outcome with a magic wand

It’s just me in my green �oral dress

The Striped Sweater

My life was complete at this moment

That striped sweater was a bestowment from him

It was something that I never took o�

Even when I was in bed with whooping cough

Him wearing it during our picnic dates in the park
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With the smell of his cologne �lling the sweater, he was already marking his mark

Wearing it to school with his hand interlocked with mine

My benign smile never left my face for those months

Then his love for me disappeared

Something in my life that I always feared

Taking the sweater o� and feeling it’s warmth for the last time

Hanging it up in my closet, showing my sadness only through pantomimes

Months of that sweater lying there in my dark closet

Remembering how quick I deposited it

That sweater was a symbol of his love

But now it’s just a clothing item that he wants back and for me to get rid of

Taking it down from the hanger and putting it on for the last time

Putting it in that dusty box felt like a crime

But my dear beloved, that will always be mine

Ode to the Sun
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The light of your eyes shining, waking me from my repose

As I set my eyes for the future, your always there in the picture

Following me wherever I end up, supporting me even when I’m bitter

Making my face glisten with happiness, because you will always be the remaining victor

Whether you are happy or upset, you are still the queen of the palace

When someone brings down your shine, my whole body �lls with sadness

All the happiness you bring to the world, making everyone crave your presence

When you glow through those summer days, it shows me your my biggest blessing

Being the center of my life, somehow your light doesn’t stop shining through my craziness

Bursting your golden smile all around, having the chance to see all of your radiance

As we head for the end of the day, your love still as great as a bo tree

Never being able to feel a day without your love, your light shines through me

As I close my eyes ready for a night of rest, you are still in charge of the domain

When you’re already asleep among the stars, ready to warm our lives once again

Heart to Jupiter
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My heart from yours is like Jupiter’s distance

Even though we’re so far you're still the brightest light

With harmony around our coexistence

But our true relationship makes me expedite

….

My beautiful yellow ring around your small pinky �nger

While no one knows the truth about our interrelation

My love for you gives you no reason to linger

These things will never change no matter our location

….

One day I will summon for us to meet

No matter the outcome I will be happy to see your sweet smile

With your love no one will ever have to compete

Coming forth to the warm all the way from the Emerald Isle

….

I will long for your arrival to come

No matter how long it might take

Afraid of what we might become

When you did not arrive, my heart from now on will always ache
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Protea

Feeling lonesome in her hollow room

Trying to �nd the light to dissipate the gloom

While trying to �nd the light switch which she can not trace

All she has are those unbloomed �owers in that clear vase

Feeling so special, then it all wiped away

Like a sailboat getting washed away from that blue and shallow bay

Her mind all jumbled with ideas and words

Everything moving so fast like a hummingbird

Fighting for control over her own thoughts

And losing feeling like her mind’s being turned into knots

While she gets ready for the same day to be on repeat

Feeling her body fall asleep once she hit her white sheet

Waking up in that room and �nding the light switch

No longer fumbling to get out of the ditch
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Being overjoyed for that second chance

Never looking back in the past, not even a glance

Feeling free all thanks to the little push

Looking over and seeing those bloomed amber �owers from that protea bush

The Lilac

She is the girl with the brightest smile who blinds people’s eyes

It’s so bright that people compare it to looking at a sunrise

The girl who sits in the back of the class so no one notices her

Who had to learn how to be the quietest whisperer

She is the one with the honey colored eyes full of grace

The eyes everyone wanted and would showcase

The girl who never gets a break and tends to worry

Who had to learn how to make her mind less blurry

Everyone thought she was perfect in every way
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And that’s all everyone had to say

But no one knew her dark and eerie past

Her whole life hasn’t been perfect and been a blast

That girl just needed one sign that day

That her future will be bright and okay

Until she went out to go get her evening snack

And that person gave her that royal lavender lilac

Kayla Jean Libago - Stars Adorned

A multitude of stars adorned the sweeping sky, whilst thunderous magentas and purple hues

dominated the zenith, casting a broad trail of  berry-stained cotton. Her knees trembled at this

unworldly sight, with a sigh from her quivering lips. Lustrous! Lustrous! Her mouth was agape! A dark

syrup cascaded down their soft peaks, sweet and sharp, curling towards her with stretched, soft reaches.

She was minuscule on this new, grand scale, and albeit a usually hopeless thought, it remained in the

disarray of her dreamy stupor as a glimmer shone in her dark eyes. She was nearing a coast, and the

faintest glimpse of the water’s crests peeked and beckoned. The winds pushed and pulled, but she paid

no mind. Her mind was adrift, in fact, yet she instinctively reached for her camera like she always had.

Her state was plain in her manner, as her panicked hands worked around her satchel’s latch. Even in
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her condition she knew such a sight would not last forever, and she wished to capture this rarity. It was

truly a sight to behold. To her dismay, she found that the lens was permanently �xated on her face, on

her hands, on anything but that sky. She watched as her own expression faltered, a countenance that

brimmed with disappointment. The glimmer had yet to falter, however. In a matter of a few moments,

she found herself anew, blinking away drowsiness as she rose from the depths of her slumber. That

vision, worthy of apocalyptic design, solely appears in the hours of uncertainty, where the clouds cast

the neighborhood in dim shades of blue and time is still. In those moments, she �nds herself back in

that dream, placing her hopes in the fact that lightning can strike twice.

James Tran - A Collection of Poems

My hair is undone.
It had been blown around by a strong breeze.
It’s been tossed and spun around in an acrobatic way
So that it stands upright at the top of my head.
My bad hair day seems to take inspiration from my job.
I see, young person. I know you’re not in my position.
So imagine this.
Consider this.
You made a house with playing cards.
It blows away in the wind.
You worked so hard to make it. You toiled for hours and hours under harsh �uorescent lights
And made sure that everything was perfect, just perfect.
Pay attention to me when I’m speaking.
And it is swept away in two blinks of an eye.
How did you feel? Did you feel… sad? Disappointed?
From that look, you probably feel uninterested.
Now you understand.
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Just now you comprehend.
I was a victim of a wind more powerful than I was.
A shrieking gust, a hurricane of circumstance.
Please listen to me.
Do you know how much that hurts your heart?
Being a witness to the harsh winds of fate?
Everything was blown away in an instant.
Just like how my hair, which took many hours to perfect, to get down,
Was undone with a gust.
A tornado destroyed everything I knew.
An economic tornado.
Yes, yes, I know that. Let me finish.
One that kills with bankruptcies instead of 2x4s.
I had to live with my cousin, who drives subways.
But lately, he’s been looking at me weirdly.
He mumbles about leeches and “the day,”
And about secluded and remote places.
He was surprised at how fast his beef rotted.
He’s starting to act in an interesting way.
Wait, you have to go now? I wasn’t done yet.
Just listen to me for another bit.
I’m almost finished.
Please, don’t leave.
I need someone to talk to.
Please…?

The buildings tower over me, deities of engineering and construction.
Deities made of glass and steel and cold exteriors
Populating the land like �owers in a meadow
And clearly visible through the window.
Progress, a businessman said, was the name of the game.
His hair progressed into a wind-swept mess, so I’d say he’s living by his words.
He also seemed to talk about losing his job, and about his weird subway-driving cousin.
I guess nothing is perfect.
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If progress was really the game’s name,
Why does the train car still feel old?
The news kept talking about this economic crash
And how it ruined this country’s progress.
They must be real serious about it.
And the man with the messy hair is still here, still talking.
I’m going to leave. This is my stop, anyway.

The Child
This is my �rst ride on a subway.
A subway that isn’t at home.
Everything is so fast, all zooming and zipping
Just like a spaceship heading to the moon.
The inside looks like a spaceship, too!
Mom told me that Dad drives a subway just like this one
And that he showed me around one back home.
That was before he left.
I don’t know why Dad left us.
Mom won’t talk about it to me. She says that it’s
“Too complicated.”
But whenever someone talks about Dad, Mom cries
Or goes away
Or tries to talk about something else.
My teacher taught me not to �ght,
But instead to run to a grownup.
This is what kids should do when they get hurt by someone
But what do grownups do when they get hurt?
Do they have grownups to talk to?
Do they talk to Grandpa or Grandma like how I talk to Mom or Dad?
Do they just wait for it to not hurt again?
I don’t know. Maybe if I grow up, I will.
My mom is telling me I must leave here. See you, Johnny.
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The Hurried
It is so cold here. But right now, that does not matter.
I overslept and missed my bus and lost my coat and lost the tickets for my train
My clock was set to nine, not eight and had to take the bus because I lost my car
In that recession but at least I didn’t lose my job like that guy on the show so I had to take the bus but I
missed the bus and how can you get tickets for a train when you forgot them at home well I had to pay
for them at the station that’s how but why didn’t you call your friend Jonathan to pick you up well you
can’t drive a car when your legs are broken and snapped in two but the tickets took out the money I
needed to visit my parents back in the suburbs and sometimes
I wish
I had
Some space
To breathe.
It’s not like i wish for a mansion and a fast car or something like that it just means that I don’t have to
worry about one late arrival cutting into my pay so I can have a little money left over just to treat myself
or as security or to focus on the future and �nally �nish that degree i’ve been working on so I can make
my family proud so I can…
So I can…
So I can…
Stop worrying.
Is Jonathan okay?

The Driver
It’s cold out there. Not here, though.
I can still taste the co�ee in my mouth, and I can feel it in my stomach.
It always seems like everyone forgets about me.
There’s the passengers, the conductors, and then there’s me.
The lowly driver.
The person sitting in the front.
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The one that people always forget about.
But I don’t mind.
It’s an escape from all the stress and strife.
Something horrible was happening.
First, the stupor of the early years began to stop.
Then, the structure began to stagger.
The stagger �nally slowed to a stop.
Stagnation, one called it. In a single moment, lives started to
The collapse hit like a stone to the head. Or a stab.
Someone said it felt like stumbling down
A stairway

That doesn’t
Plan on

Stopping
Any

Time
Soon.

A Jonathan Burke lost his house in the crisis.
A Jonathan Burke also happened to be my cousin.
A Jonathan Burke lives with me for the time being.
A Jonathan Burke went out for a drive one day and got caught in a mangled wreck.
A Jonathan Burke will be my downfall.
Ever since he joined me, he has been straining me dry.
Another mouth to feed, another bed to sleep, another car in the street.
Spending days poring over the job listings.
I did what was necessary to survive.

Lovella Scott - Poem Collection

I miss you,
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But dead is dead.

And that’s what you are.

That’s all we can ever be.

I’m sorry,

For not being there.

I miss your words,

Kind and hateful.

I hate you for what you did,

I miss you like a little kid,

Wait for me.

We will be cold together once more.

I’m sorry I’m not her,

That I don’t smile as bright.

Or that I don’t laugh as loud,

Or cry as silent.

I’m sorry I’m not her,
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That I don’t live as well.

Or enjoy this life you’ve given me,

I’m sorry I’m not as friendly or outgoing.

I’m sorry that I’m not him,

That I was his replacement.

Did he die because of me?

I’m unsure.

I’m sorry that he died and I took his place.

I’m sorry he was replaced by a disappointment.

I’m sorry I’m not them,

And that I never can be.

You’ve blindfolded me,

I’m blind in this world of pain.

I’m waiting for the good part to begin,

Waiting for you to let me go.

To let me breathe.

But instead you drown me,
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My skin burns.

My soul is marked with sins that have never been mine.

When it’s good for you,

Then I’m your “Lela”.

When she’s here,

I’m forgotten.

I can’t remember a day we had a conversation without you yelling,

Is it that hard to be around me?

I’m sorry,

I’ll leave.

I hide in my room to not bother you.

But it seems that bothers you as well.

What did I do?

How may I erase it?

I fear I’ll be left behind.
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Without another soul or possession.

If you loathe me, why do you stay here?

I crave to understand.

Why do I have to compete for your admiration?

Why must I be the only one who puts in e�ort and cares?

I give up.

I fear that I’ll be attached and abandoned.

I used to wonder where you had gone,

But I knew deep down.

That you would never come back.

For fate had chosen a soul such as yours,

instead of mine.

Life has become so slow,

It's overwhelming.

I used to think we were growing up too quick,

but your �ower never bloomed.

It’s petals never fell to the snow in winter,

or were struck with the summer sun.
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“I’ll wait for you,”

That's all you do.

I don’t come through,

I never do.

Daddy’s little girl never grew up,

never got to see the city lights that absorbed her dreams.

You clutched that rosary so tight,

I’d fear your palms would bleed.

I’m sorry that the bible that laid under your pillow couldn’t save you,

and that I couldn’t either.

I’m sorry that your god abandoned you,

and stole you away from us.

He says I have no right to be upset,

That it was my fault.

I miss you though,

I am full of regret.

I wish I’d picked up the phone,

That I hadn’t left you alone.

You were my best friend,
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And I was supposed to be yours.

I wish I could see you again,

Your smiles and laughter.

Not the cold headstone that reads your name.

I am full of regret.

Sometimes I wonder what I did to deserve it.

Why was I so horrible to get this fate?

I try and try but just as Icarus,

I am burned by the ruler of my existence.

Why do you despise me?

What does she have that I do not?

I’ve tried everything but it seems I’ve only made it worse.

It’s a cruel fate.

When will I be enough?

You’ve stumped me.

You’ve crushed me so hard,

That I fear I cannot be rebuilt.

I just wanted to hear those words.
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Are you not required to care about me?

You love her,

You love all of them.

Except for me.

Goodbye.

Rest well,

Eternally.

When life is too hard for me,

I think of you.

The things you never tried,

The people you will never meet.

But I’m unsure of its worth.

If I’m not here,

I’m with you.

But if I’m here,

I live for you.

You had so much to do,

And I have nothing ahead of me.
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Why can I never be equal to you?

Nothing is ever enough.

I trail behind while everyone chases after you.

I can be good too.

I can be good too.

I can be good too.

What do you have that I don’t?

Who am I?

I hate it.

I hate you.

I wish I was you.

I’m sick of being your shadow.

I’m me.

I’m me.

Or am I just the opposite of you…?
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Kiara Stone - Collected Poems

Image

Image- a presentation of the external form of a person or thing in art.

I wear a black Nike backpack with a gold elite sign down the middle.

What can people tell about me?

They see my �ashy new shoes and how I wear di�erent shoes everyday.

My classmates come up to me and ask me what sport I play.

Is it that obvious that I play a sport?

How can they tell so much about someone they don’t even know.

I recently have been thinking about this since then about the kid asking me what sport I
play.
I started to pay more attention to detail with others to see what I can tell.

I see boys with nike backpacks as well,  with exclusive Jordan’s that don’t even sell.
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Girls with blonde hair, with perfect skin, and bright colored mask to match their
personality.
People walking around on their phones all day not looking up to see a glimpse of reality.

I sit in class watching people to make a image out of them before I know them.

That exact action that I had made me realize how assumptions come about.

With the background that I live in and reality’s I have compared to other kids at school,

Before I came here I assumed I wouldn’t �t in because the people here come from money.

I live in the harsh reality of being a black young women in America that goes to school

with a bunch of white peers.

And to be seen as the black girl around campus to distinguish who I am sticks with you.

You notice the di�erences in your classroom, school teams and clubs, and the school
sta�.
There is not many people on campus that look like me so at times you could understand

why kids sometimes feel like outsiders at times.

Going home to your parents of the same color, with people of same color in

neighborhood, and seeing the things that happen to your people change your

perspective on what it means to be ONE.

To me that’s wear the word IMAge comes into play, do people see me as the black girl
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with �ashy shoes everyday or do they see me as Kiara Stone?

Assumptions

Assumptions- a thing that is accepting as true or as a certain to happen, without proof.

What assumptions do we make as humans on other people?

And where do these assumptions come from?

Society? Rumors? Social Media?

This new generation that we live in has become a society of assumptions.

On social media we all assume because we see a perfect life on the screen the o� of it
their lives are perfect.

But what even is perfection?

How perfect can you get until you’re to perfect?

A great example of this is when Michael Jordan who in the eyes of the society was seen

as a King didn’t endorse a black mayor for running for o�ce and help him against a very

racist opponent.

That one thing Michael Jordan did was labeled as bad for the rest of his career.
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He was seen as a “trader” of his people because he didn’t get into politics like the great,

Muhammad Ali.

The assumption now that is made in his name is that he voted for Donald Trump and he

doesn’t stand for his people.
So again I ask, how perfect can you be until you’re to perfect?

We all know that people wait until you get to the top to tear you down.

Try to make people see Michael Jordan the king get a tilted crown.

All because he didn’t speak on political view of White vs. Brown.

Now not all assumptions are made about race, we make assumptions about how people

dress, the music they listen to, the people they follow on social media.

Without knowing each other.

Those things matter to this new generation that is forming.

It matters more to get followers then degrees now to a upcoming generation.

We see people we follow drop out of high school and make it to all these places.
Stigma

Stigma- a mark of disgrace associated with a particular circumstance, quality, or person.

The biggest thing for me is what stigma I leave about myself before I leave the earth.
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How many lives can I touch like someone did to mine �rst.

Help people understand that a stigma doesn’t have to be your worst.

A stigma can be positive, but the society we live in now makes it impossible to think so.

Forgiveness.

Something attached to having a negative stigma.

A man gets released from prison for a crime that they feel sorry for and want to do

better, the world sees him as a imposter to our society who did bad things once so

always will.

Our world isn’t designed for second chances, sometimes I wish it was.

Your reputation is designed on the one mistake you made.

People will watch you and judge everything you do even if you’re doing better just to throw
shade.

Stigma is a blessing and curse, if you do good things that what people will think of �rst.

If you do bad things they’ll think of you as the worst.

Stigma is something can make or break your life in some ways I see it as a curse.

Persona
Persona- the aspect of someone’s character that I presented to or perceived by others.
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Worrying about what others think, keeping a image, reputation.

All things us as humans think about.

What will we leave the next person thinking about?

When I get ready for school I try to make my hair as good as possible for some reason.

Is it because I car what people think or do I care about I think of myself

I’ve been bullied for things I can not control and I still struggle with today.

Ever since that incident I would say I tried to design myself to dictate what people say.

I learned that hard way I can’t control that, people will try to capture you in your worst
moment like a camera Kodak.

No matter how hard I tried it was never enough so I stopped worrying and focused on myself.

I focused on the things I can control, which is my mental, and physical health.

I started on focusing on ways to follow God’s word to continue to live myself.

I will never be perfect and it’s something to this day I have to learn.

The persona someone gets from you isn’t something natural it has do be earned.

In the eyes of God I am his child and I focus on the things his word tells me to follow.

But as a human I can’t help what other people think of me and what is my persona.
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Persona goes into all the poems I wrote about natural human thinking.

I’m sure I’m not the only one who struggles on always thinking about what others think of me.

With my growing relationship with God I notice it go away.
Day by day, I worry less and less about what people say.

I stopped worrying about playing good so people don’t talk about the way I play.

I stopped wearing out�ts to impress others and dictate what I portray.

Remembering that the only people who matters when it comes to my persona,

Is God, my family, and Kiara Stone.

SO don’t stress to be someone else, the superhero with a S on his chest ,

Be the BEST version of yourself.

AJ Almeda
Transcarcinisation

This soft turtle shell I call my home
It shivers and cracks and can’t help but crumble
In the late frost
A hushed awakening

This soft turtle shell I call my home
Becomes �our on my �ngers and smoke in my eyes
Wrapping and warping
A chrysalis concealing

Because when the rain hits my stomach, my legs, my face
When the earth swallows my back
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When I am held by my own branches
I am only this bubbling �esh
And you, on some dimension
I am only reminded of the air in my lungs, between my atoms
Everything is empty space except for
That
Moment
At the crest of something beyond

The teloi of my years have never been a name
Since my name hid in fragments of the past
Persisting yet lost without the same, as well
As I am able I clutch it to my head across waters and words
No longer spoken
My career is in translation, transition, transubstantiation

In this transaction I am the buyer
And I am the seller and creator
And I am the spectators waiting for a pro�t or some show

While I’m trans�xed on the self in my hand
It consumes and sunders every particle simultaneously

I have transcoded into a snail and an armadillo
And my home is the dust in the air when it falls
My home is learned and evolved

My home tilted my chin up to sigh:
Cry out in pleasure and agony with this day
You have wrought
Young and ancient in your lungs
And shriek for all your pining will rive time from

My home shoved me to my knees to scream:
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Beg for the �owers and fruits you have destroyed
Clumsy as you are
Crushing cities with every stumble
And plead for what your vessel will twist us into

(Or, thinking of you, I could have dreamt it all)

You vivisect my old body as I dissect my present one quickly enough to hand it over
What you have found there is at worst for keeping
There’s value in bacteria, I suppose

You climb into my old body as I take the measurements of my future one slowly
I need this one to sculpt the dust just so
In the shape of an alluring carapace

You tear my old body back to stardust as I watch myself become a crab
Wasn’t this inevitable in this kind of plane, I think
As I throw myself into the pot

Here the lightning is festering
The thunder sobs outside

I am gifted their necks as I exit

& if  I �x you

& if I �x you I will be able to �x me too
I’m sorry your vivisection is a necessity
I know your pain for I have felt it
Ever since I noticed the stakes sticking out of my chest
When I ramble it is not quite enough to tell everyone
When I write it is too much to tell anyone
& I have convinced myself that I have convinced myself
To love hitting the ground
I have danced with the fall since the �rst
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Have you ever fallen
Have you ever wanted this way
Have you ever been saved by yourself several thousand times too many
I have
Something in your re�ection
I stole it when I saw you
Or maybe our souls intertwined before we were trapped in �esh
You stare up at me in the water
& when I bend down to drink
You stay
No longer still
But whole
But slowly �owing back
& when I bend down to drink
I cannot drink you in like my mind does through my eyes
So I submerge myself in you
I merge myself with you
As you disappear as I disappear into you disappear into me
I have convinced myself to love drowning
& call it breathing
I have convinced myself to love in�icting
& call it martyrdom
When I hit the ground I keep going
Terminal velocity bends to my will
In this harder falling I always hit the ground
Again & again & again & again &
I’m sorry your screams are a necessity
Does it help if I scream with you
Again & again & again & again &
Healing hurts worse than the wounds it seals up sewn away
I know this truth for I have made it
Up in my worse state of mind all up out of picked o� scabs
I seasoned my body with scars with skin with shaking hands
Though I will bend until your death to be steady as I season yours
Slowly so you will still be holy
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The sin at my side will stay back as it grows
To know it will soon lower me no longer
When I wither it will be with the intent to kill someone
Yet neither of us will die
& if it cleans us I will be able to kill us too

Lament for a Lake

I sat next to a lake last night
In my mind
I tried to �ght
To �nd
A break above one of my loves
She shattered
It mattered to those who never saw
True ever afters calling
Falling for
The raw and calm molten core

But for now I will be simple
These pages I hold are not holy
As the words relayed on them are

My destruction sleeps

Have you ever written by a body of water
Your body melting back into the air
Whether still or churning
The surface reveals whatever you’re thinking
And all of a sudden the words can’t help but �ow
And crash into each other
Until you are drowning and have to stop
But you don’t want to

Have you ever written by a body of water
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And stopped to ponder how clean it really is
Its liquid slithering through your �st
And suddenly you become a �sh
Knowing nothing but the �uid around you
Words dripping o� the page onto the ground
Or up toward the sky
Spelling out the de�nition of the clouds
As just more moisture

Have you ever written by a body of water
Wishing you were somewhere else
Because maybe a forest would free inspiration
Because maybe a city would send new ideas
And then you decide sitting aside is not enough
So you tip a single �nger in
And it becomes you
And the rest are indistinguishable particles
As you �oat in history itself
Formed anew to �t your paper and your mind
Stretching beyond your heart to the horizon line

We were never meant to reach that tenuous thread
Tying sky to ground like a spider’s web
But we are meant to chase it
And that unsatisfaction feels like the closest we get
To hell
Or whatever
At least we know
Heaven will be sublime

If our denial of the stars
Could blink them out of existence
Wouldn’t you want to create them with a touch of your hand?
Wouldn’t you want to breathe a life into being?
Wouldn’t you want to love?
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Why do you seem so cruel
In this consuming �ood of ourselves
I have bereaved and become
of and above and beside you
If I would want to love so dearly
Why do you
Why do we
Not hold each other dearly
Or at least externally
Watch
And simply love?

Re�ection & Bisection

There’s a line between
Love

And
Hate

But it’s �ner than you think
Because you think

You have given me the world
Wrapped in a smile
Unending for miles
And miles and miles
Of dimples and curls
Everything perfect
Even imperfections
That line the sparkles in ridges
They only serve to
Just make sure you
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Leave all that is good
But

I know nothing
It’s plain as the page I
Supposedly gifted to you
To tell me what to do
I don’t recall that stage I
am forgetting something
You really do know nothing
Of what I need or want
Each laugh is a taunt
And each smile a jab
At the idea that I once had
Something slightly good

Here I am
Take my hand
Tell me what my purpose is
Is this life and
Can I just be through with it
There you are
Like a star
Shining burning epitaphs
Poetry in
A fading touch of Midas’s grasp

Should I love
In

This hate
Is this

Rightly earned
Ridicule

My fate
I feel your laughter on my tongue

It sits there like
A precious gem

A stone I cannot swallow
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For fear of choking
Where has my own laughter gone
I swear I had it once
Are these even my thoughts or

Yours
And

This blade
This iron hue
Hurtles me right back to

You
Fawning �owers
Bleedings hearts

They all re�ect in
Steel
Cold and controlled and
Desperate to feel

I don’t know how to tell you who I am
Because I’m afraid

It won’t align
With who you want me to be

Because I’m afraid
I will be wrong

And you will have to correct me
Because I’m afraid

Above all else
I’m not sure who I am myself

About Easter, 2021

the sun spoke to me today
just a whisper
she said,
“it’s a lovely thing, to be alive,
to burn, and be alive,
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to love and love and love, and be alive,”

I �inched back into the shadows
unthinking
and asked,
“what if I don’t live to do it some more?
what if I don’t get that love beyond love
the life beyond being alive?
what if I only feel the �re that sears instead of heals?”

and the shadows were cool and calming
comfortable and comforting
like laying in a bed in a tomb
where you knew people were praying for you
and the sun felt exhilarating
�erce and reckless and all consuming
like moving how you were meant to
freely for the �rst time in this fracture of eternity

the sun looked to me
my skin
and knew,
“there is no �re that only does one of the two,
child
will you touch it or
let it touch you?”

she was living and burning and
she is a lovely one to watch burning alive
her dance, to be alive
living

the sun
had no bounds
the shadows
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are my bounds

like a hound discovering hunger
and the instinct to kill it and kill
I broke the beads at my waist
and snu�ed out the sun

she was still burning when I got back

maybe I’ll sing her song tomorrow
in the light

dawn/dusk

if we fall into rumor
let us
we do not have to be remembered
let us �zzle out as embers
it cannot erase today’s �ame
all names in stone will crumble
to a force we will never meet
but silence has never meant and will never mean defeat
we do not need to pen our history in sacred tomes
or last in legend recounted in every home
there are enough icons of more and less than this soon to be bygone
breath and passion
thought and connection

Love

if we remain relics of the past
then past that are never found
let us go
we are �ne in the unknown
slowly saving life for secrecy foretold
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but never spoken of for fear of breaking wills
taking up our time
ever unafraid in the face of legacy
cherish anonymity with me
explode into obscurity
the tree does not need to be heard to fall
we are the life of today that calls the death of tomorrow with relish
no chronicle contains every root rested or sustained

Love

a song unsung to all but one
is the soul of its composer
existence will look to the left of us and sigh
pleased though scorned and passing by what we have not left of us
never being as the one between us is
even each docile caress all visceral vigor and mesmerizing intensity
power frantically and frankly savored to the millisecond and half atom
we will not mourn as memory grieves
as stars are to supernovas are to nothing
if we are to be the only witnesses to each other
let us
we will know each other wholly
in a way they could never dream

Transcendentalist

Throughout the day and darkest night
Through �elds of famine �lled with blight
And through the seas that surge with light
I will keep still
Without fear
I breathe and still
I am here
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I see the peach tree’s battle call
I hear the deer’s meek leap and fall
I know the sparrow’s low set shawl
Of feathers and leaves
Ever strong
I breathe and leave
Behind wrong

The river rings out a sigh of relief
The wind whispers aphorisms true and brief
The divine and I form a stretched webbed reef
Connecting rain
With the earth
I breathe and reign
With all worth

I wave well wishes to the sun
I keep the response wherever I run
I feel the within and without as one
To love our kind
Ever true
I breathe and kind
Words wrap you

A pulse of energy awakens anew
A thought of synergy uniting a view
Of only me and only you
Engrossed in the current
Life a�air
I breathe and the current
Strengthens there

Wondrous words cannot bend to describe the
Wonderful sparks that always preside a
Wondering audience to never override the
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Permanent address
Of our hope
I breathe and address
The high slope

So now I say to close your eyes
So as to know the enlightening rise
So opening yet somehow not a surprise
A refreshing bank
Of clean snow
I breathe and the bank
Ebbs and �ows

Do you see all the hidden treasure
Do you know how hard it is to measure
Do you understand the untapped pleasure
Lying in rays
Of the sun
I breathe and raze
Down to none

Jacob Bulis- Jazz poetry

A genre and a culture

New to America

De�ning the older generations

In�uencing many for one hundred years

Music from a diverse source
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Spreading across the country

Humble beginnings in New Orleans

To stages in New York City

Born out of strife

Made great by a persecuted community

Jazz

New York, an idolized city

Once considered a center of American culture

In�uenced by what was once high society

The city that never sleeps

Full of lights and noise

The Harlem Renaissance

A cultural revival

Full of music and writing

Elevating many to legendary status

Count Basie, duke ellington

People who changed music forever
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De�ning popular music for decades

Into the 40s

As the world war rages

Jazz continues

Benny Goodman, Glenn Miller

Swing and big bands

Dominating the scene

Throughout the war

In europe

And the rest of the world

A shift in the genre

Less pop

More of a musicians kind of music

Branching out into Latin

Progressive, and Bebop

New genres come up

And jazz struggles to continue
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Finding new life

In a fusion of genres

Funk and rock fusion

A slight revival

But still not enough

Many of the great jazz artists are gone

Duke Ellington, Count Basie

And many more

As jazz has lost what it once had

Now changed greatly

So di�erent from its roots

Non�ction

Fractured but Faithful
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December 29, 2020. I’ve been thinking about Mary.

This Christmas I decided that I was going to be more of a minimalist. I told my family that I was just

not into getting out all the decorations – the seasonal plates, the large nativity scene that I’ve had for 30

years, and the other assorted Christmas decorations that seem to just add more clutter to a room. It was
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December 20th when I �nally ventured into the attic and brought down the arti�cial tree, a few tree

ornaments, and the Pottery Barn Christmas table runner that complements the couch pillows.

I was set. A simple Christmas.

Then I saw Mary.

When I asked the store clerk why the Peruvian nativity scene was marked down to $20, her response

was simply, “Mary is broken.” I didn’t say it out loud, but I immediately thought, “Of course she is.

She is the perfect Mary for me. Right now.”

I put the simple nativity scene in the center of my kitchen. I admired the intricate details that the artist

captured in the faces of Jesus, Joseph, and Mary. But what captured my imagination more than

anything were the fractures in Mary. That got me thinking….

Mary. The one that Gabriel, the angel, told would “bear a son….” The one who simply replied, “Here

am I, the servant of the Lord; let it be with me according to your word.” The one who was scared.

Afraid. Broken. Uncertain about her future. Questioning how she would explain this angel encounter
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to her mom, her dad, Joseph – her �ancé. She said, “Yes,” but I have no doubt that she wondered,

“How can this be true? I am too young. I am a virgin. I am fragile. I am afraid.” As con�dent as Mary

was in her response to Gabriel, there were certainly “fractures” of doubt, uncertainty, and fear.

Most of us have felt “fractured” this past year. We are sad and confused. We are fragile. I too have been

sad and more fragile. I feel more aches and pains than I do joy and exuberance. I am disillusioned and

disheartened over politics, religion, our economy, and relationships with friends and family. I am

unsure of what the future looks like and I am anxious, and often fearful.

Christmas 2020. I needed the “broken, fragile” Mary to have her place in my spirit. I needed Mary to

remind me that we are all fractured, sad, afraid sometimes, and often confused. My $20 purchase of the

most beautiful nativity scene that I will ever own was the best gift that I gave to myself this Christmas.

As I think about what lies ahead, I want to remember this Christmas gift – the gift of my broken Mary,

Our Lady of Sorrows, Our Mother of Sorrows. Life was not easy for her. She was broken and hurt and

yet she was faithful to her purpose. May that be true of me too.
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Colin Thompson - What is a True Underdog?

Starting younger than we can even remember, we hear stories of an underdog who learns

to succeed. Naturally, stories about them are some of our favorite stories to hear about. We all

know an underdog as someone who overcame their odds, no matter how great they were. But,

as I was thinking about some of my favorite examples of underdog stories, I wanted to know

what truly made them succeed. Is it their determination? Their hard work? Or is it just plain luck?

We all have things that seem impossible to overcome but these stories prove that anything is

possible.

As I have grown up and my interests developed, I have found many of my favorite actors,

music artists, and athletes. I quickly noticed that all of my favorite celebrities were once seen as

underdogs. The idea that they came from nothing and became who they are today gravitated to

me. I always loved reading stories and watching documentaries about how these people

overcame their situations. It is in my belief that it is part of human nature because we all feel like

an underdog at some point in our lives. Whether that be In schooling, athletics, or a profession,

it doesn’t matter. These peoples stories inspire countless people to follow in their footsteps and

pursue their dreams. To me personally, there have been three well known celebrities whose

stories spoke out and inspired me through my tough times. To answer my question of what truly

makes an underdog, I want to dive deep into these three celebrities to �nd their similarities.

These three are famous rapper Eminem and three time Super Bowl champion Julian Edelman.

They all have completely di�erent stories and backgrounds but have one major similarity. They

proved everyone wrong to ful�ll their goal and became known by our entire nation.

I have been in�uenced by rap music since I was younger than I can remember. With two

signi�cantly older brothers they got their own music taste much earlier than I did. This meant

that before then, I would only ever listen to rap. So when I �nally started to explore music,

Eminem was one of my �rst discoveries. I started out with a song or two by him but quickly

started to explore his whole discography. He has countless songs talking about his past and that
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intrigued me to learn more about who he really was and where he came from.

Eminem was born Marshall Mathers in St. Joseph, Missouri. His father quickly left him

and his mother never to be seen again. With his leaving, Marshall’s mother quickly became

addicted to drugs and was extremely poor, meaning that they had to move from place to place

for most of his early years of life. They eventually settled in Detroit where he would spend the

remainder of his young years. During this time, he would obtain an interest in superheroes and

comic books. This obsession along with him being the quiet new kid made him an easy target

for bullying. He was constantly beaten and pushed around one time so bad he went into a coma

for 10 days. This led him to become more obsessed with superheroes and the fact that they

were stronger than anyone else. He was a loner but eventually got much closer to his uncle

Ronnie who was around his age.

It was Ronnie who �rst introduced Marshal to hip-hop music. He quickly became

obsessed with rap and the way they bent the words together making them rhyme when normally

they did not. This is when he started to write his own lyrics and songs dreaming to become

something more. Living in a city primarily �lled with African American people, he faced a lot of

hate being a white rapper. At that time, the only rappers who were white were seen as jokes

because they tried to make comedic songs. It was during this hard time in Marshal's life when

one of the biggest tragedies he encountered occurred. His only friend and the person who

meant most to him in his life commit suicide. This sent Marshal into a deep depression as he felt

more alone than ever. He felt more lonely, sad, and worthless than ever before and this is when

Marshal decided to attempt suicide.

Thankfully, he survived and a turn happened in his life. This is the part of Eminem’s story

that I believe needs to be highlighted. He was at the lowest point that anyone can be at. Marshal

had no friends, a drug addict mother, hated by many for doing what he loved, and had no father.

After the breaking point of his attempted suicide, life suddenly started to work out for him. He

started to build a name by freestyling rap battles against other people around Detroit until he

became respected by most. Eventually, he heard about a thing in California called the rap
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olympics. This was a massive tournament style rap battle that got attention from all the big

labels. He spent all his money for a place ticket there and prepared harder than you could even

imagine. He ended up placing second which Marshal was sad about until the most important

moment in his life occurred. Dr Dre, one of the most respected producers in rap, noticed him

and called for a meeting. Within a couple weeks Eminem was born. He made the widely well

known songs the real slim shady, and my name is each going platinum multiple times. He won

multiple Grammys and countless awards for these songs. Eminem then released two albums,

the Slim Shady LP and the Marshall Mathers LP, the �rst going four times platinum and the

second going diamond. Even though this was a great time for Eminem, his struggles were far

from over.

With his fame, a drug addiction appeared as well. He became addicted to any pill he

could �nd to the point where he was never really sober. Eventually, his best friend, nicknamed

proof, ended up getting killed in a bar �ght. This put Eminem into a bigger depression than ever

to the point where he couldn’t sleep. He started taking bottles and bottles of sleeping pills such

as Vicodin and Valium just to help him be able to sleep at night. But, one night he took so many

he crashed. Marshal was rushed to the hospital and it wasn’t looking like he was going to make

it. He was later told that the amount of pills he took was the equivalent of six bags of heroin and

he was less than �ve minutes away from death. This sparked another change in his life causing

him to become sober and take a turn in his life.

Eminem now is recognized worldwide as one of the greatest rappers to ever live. He is

named the best selling artist of the 21st century, has 15 Grammys, and even an Oscar. Marshall

Mathers went from nothing to becoming the biggest artist of the last 20 years. Through all his

hardships, he powered through and showed true strength by overcoming countless obstacles.

The next person who has always spoken out to me is Julian Edelman. He is a former NFL

wide receiver with three super bowl rings, a super bowl MVP, and the second most playo�

relieving yards and receptions in NFL history. But, if you ask anyone, he shouldn’t have any of

those recognitions. Julian was born in California and was raised playing football from a young
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age. His father Frank coached him as soon as Julian could walk. Before high school, he

dominated every league he played in as a quarterback. But there was one problem, he was tiny.

Most quarterbacks have to be decently tall to be able to see over the huge linemen. Julian was

di�erent. He was barely �ve feet tall coming into high school which made him get called o�

countless times. He spent the next couple years crying to his father and praying that he would

grow because football was his dream. Finally, going into his senior year he grew to be around 5

foot ten and he wasn’t going to let this opportunity go to waste. He worked harder than ever and

again dominated his league back at starting quarterback. Even with Julian’s dominant season,

no colleges wanted to take him. He �nally got an o�er from the College of San Mateo, a

community college in California.

Again, Julian dominated. He was �rst in nearly every stat possible for a quarterback. Even

with these accomplishments, he still was ignored by all division one schools except for one.

Kent State university wanted him to play there so without hesitation, Julian transferred for his

sophomore year. When he got there, the �rst thing Julian did was go up to the current starting

quarterback and told him that he was the new starting quarterback for this school. Sure enough,

he was able to win the starting job and the rest was over. He showed everyone what they were

missing throughout the rest of his college career. He was faster than everyone and ran more

yards than many running backs did in college. When it was time for the NFL draft though, Julian

had to face a hard reality. He was still too small to be an NFL quarterback. Over the o� season,

he trained for countless hours every single day in an attempt to switch positions. He had never

played wide receiver before but had the perfect body type for it. Even still, no team wants to

draft a player that they have never seen play at their position.

Late into the draft he �nally got a call from the New England Patriots. They asked him if

we wanted to play for them and obviously, he agreed. Julian Edelman was picked at number

232 in the 2009 NFL draft. Anyone who is a fan of football knows that no one picked that late

ever makes it far into the league. One of the few exceptions, Tom Brady, would become

Edelman’s teammate. Julian's �rst few years in the NFL were widely unnoticed. He returned
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punts and rarely played any receiver but that wasn’t good enough for him. He continued to

practice, work out, and get to know his team for years until he �nally got a chance to be a key

player on o�ense. In 2013 Edelman started to play more and more receiver and played

extremely well. For the next two years, he got over two thousand yards. His team was winning a

great amount of games and was seen as one of the best teams. I’m 2015, the Patriots reached

the biggest game imaginable, the Super Bowl. It was a close game versus the Seattle

Seahawks. In the fourth quarter, the Patriots were down by 10 points but had the ball. They

scored a �eld goal and got the ball again. Julian Edelman got the game winning touchdown to

win the Patriots the Super Bowl.

After this year, Edelman was considered to be better than ever. Julian Edelman once

again helped take his team to the Super Bowl. This game is now one of the most famous NFL

games of all time. The Patriots started o� extremely slow making themselves down by 25 points

halfway through the third quarter. They looked terrible. But, with some skill, determination, and

luck, they started to dig out of their hole. Throughout the rest of the game, the Patriots had the

falcons score no points while they were only behind by a touchdown now. On their next drive,

the Patriots needed a play more than ever. Edelman had gotten a reputation to be the clutch

guy to be thrown to and on this throw, it was tipped and should’ve hit the ground. But, somehow

Edelman pinned the ball against his arm and a player on the other team's leg. This catch has

been extremely famous ever since being known as one of the most clutch moments in sports

history. The Patriots eventually fully came back and won that super bowl. While the Patriots

made it to the super bowl after this year, Edelman unfortunately wasn’t there due to an ACL

tear. The Patriots lost the super bowl but were onto the next season. Julian Edelman had

another great year, playing better than ever and working once again to the super bowl. This time

it was against the Rams and the Patriots wanted another ring. The game was very slow paced

with little points. Neither o�ense could score on the other team's defense. No player could do

anything except Julian Edelman. He was the only one catching anything, building up more yards

at one point than the Rams had as a team. He once again led his team to a super bowl ring,
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winning MVP.

While Edelman's career is nothing less than special, many people don’t see him to be any

spectacular player. But, when taken into consideration the fact that he was never a wide

receiver until the NFL, his accomplishments speak for themselves. Julian Edelman retired this

o�season due to an injury that he could not beat.

Both Eminem and Julian Edelman had a very tough path to follow. Neither were given

anything to them. Both of these role models made their own route and did what they wanted to

do. That is what makes an underdog. These two people and countless others ignored everyone

else and worked harder than anyone else to have their dream come true. It has become obvious

that an underdog isn’t luck or skill, it is ignoring every other person's comments and working

harder than imaginable. Underdogs truly follow their dreams.
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Mahlia Sawyer Estrada - On Moderation
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Moderation is a word that has always echoed in my brain for as long as I can remember. There

were moments where my mom would walk into the kitchen and catch me attempting to stealthily eat a

chocolate chip cookie, and I would receive her famous line, “You have to balance things out and do

everything in moderation!” With the amount of times this has been repeated to me, I am honestly

surprised that I am not walking around and constantly whispering that sentence to myself like a

colorful parrot. I hear the word moderation and can imagine my mom in the front of my mind

lecturing me in an instant, almost like a re�ex at this point. Despite the fact that this line seems to be

constantly �oating around in my brain, I struggle to take this advice to heart. This phrase I never truly

understood or appreciated until I was about four years old. I remember around that age my grandma

purchased me a small bottle of Minnie Mouse perfume. I always had a fascination with the concept of

being able to store a scent in a bottle, and I always watched my grandma spritz herself throughout the

day in awe. Unfortunately for my mother, she does not like the aroma of perfume. I believe it is safe to

say that she was upset with my grandma after having gifted her grand daughter a large bottle of

perfume that had the signature old lady aroma scent. I fully believed that at that point in time, every

room smelt bad. I remember marching throughout the house and giving a few generous spritzes to

anything cloth, treating the perfume like an intense bottle of febreeze. In the spur of the moment it

sounded like a brilliant idea, like I was doing my household a favor by gifting their noses with Minnie

Mouse fragrance, however once my mom caught a whi� of my deeds she was far from appreciative.

I got my �rst perfume taken away.

Did that stop my quest to leave the scent in each room?
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Not at all.

My mom resorted to hiding the plastic bottle of perfume in high places throughout the house,

but she failed to take into account I was a mischievous child who enjoyed climbing rock walls and trees.

I scaled countertops to reach the top of refrigerators and cabinets in order to reach my treasure. For the

next several weeks, it was a constant battle with my mom where she would attempt to hide the perfume

bottle and I would somehow �nd it and climb di�cult places. I remember at some point she caught me

perched atop the fridge like a cat on top of their tower, stalking the room from above. I also remember

the long lecture I received about how one spritz of perfume is a good balance, not the 15 pumps I

thought every room needed. One would think that �nally being caught in the act would get the guilty

party to stop… yet despite the trouble I repeatedly found myself in, I was determined to not lose this

battle with my mother.

On one day in particular, I remember my mom was in the kitchen on the opposite side of the

house cooking dinner for our family. I was laying on her bed and watching Phineas & Ferb on her TV.

During commercial break, my mind was no longer stimulated so of course I had to source elsewhere

for my entertainment. Still laying in the same position, I remember rolling around on her bed looking

for something I could �dget with while awaiting the return of the show. I sat up on her bed and

realized that just behind her old Tube TV was my Minnie Mouse perfume. Like an animal spotting its

prey, I remember instinctually hoping o� the bed and bolting to where her Tube TV was: atop a large

sage green dresser. This dresser remained in the family for multiple generations, and it was nearly

double the length and width of an ordinary dresser. I remember standing before the dresser, hands on
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my hips, eyes �xed on the perfume. However given the height of the dresser compared to my four year

old self, I could barely even spot the cap pink bottle. Despite the many things in front of me that

practically screamed capturing the perfume was a idea, including the physical barrier of the dresser, I

ignored them and only focused on my goal. I rolled up my sleeves and set to work, utilizing the intricate

designs in the wood to place my small �ngers in while placing my feet awkwardly on the handles of the

drawers. Imitating the rock climbers I have seen shows scaling Mt. Everest, I reached the top of the

massive wood piece. I remember lifting my hand and reaching out to grasp my beloved bottle, before

feeling the severity of my decision begin to weigh down in my brain. Time nearly stopped as I watched

the ceiling begin to slowly grow further and further away from me as the dresser began falling

backwards, unable to resist leaning given my weight on the front. Luckily my parent’s bed was right in

front of the dresser which cushioned my fall. I did however have the massive feeling of the weight of the

wood on me. My mother quickly found me and received the spontaneous momma bear strength and

somehow managed to lift the dresser o� of me.

My actions earned another well deserved lecture.

My perfume was promptly thrown away.

The entire incident was one of my earlier memories, and I still look back and laugh about my

impulsiveness, meanwhile my mother scowls and uses it as a reminder that I was always stubborn and

acted on my own accord.
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Fiction

Positively Protean by Madeline Christensen

Geez, how do I even attempt to explain my life right now?

I discovered that I’m a shapeshifter two days ago. I know it sounds crazy, but stay with me here,

okay? I can change shape into a black Labrador, and, as I just found out, a donkey. I’m now sitting in

the principal’s o�ce of Mikkelson Middle School for stamping on the foot of the school bully,

Veronica--as a donkey.

Quite frankly, that’s positively mild compared to what Veronica did to me and my best friend

Violet for two years. But here we are.

Violet, sitting next to me in the barely decorated principal’s o�ce, is almost in tears. She’s the

de�nition of lawful good--her greatest fear is breaking the rules. Ms. Kavalan, the principal, a

stern-looking woman with short brown hair and dark brown eyes, with tortoise-shell glasses, stares at

both of us.

“So. Veronica told me that Ms. Minnie Tompson stamped on her foot. What was the

problem?”

Violet and I look at each other. We were so ecstatic about our �rst ever victory against the

school bully that we forgot to plan out what we were going to tell Ms. Kavalan.

“Well, Ms, Kavalan, we’ve been bullied by Veronica for two years, and…”
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Violet trails o� as she sees the disbelief in Ms. Kavalan’s eyes. Her eyebrows crawl further up on

her face as she studies us.

“Hm.” The worms she calls eyebrows creep further up her forehead as she turns to study me.

“And why exactly did you break her foot to such a degree?”

Violet speaks for me, thank goodness. “Because she needs to learn personal space, to be kind to

others, and to respect other’s �nancial situations.”

The worms creep even further up her face. “And it’s your place to teach that to her?”

Violet responds almost instantly, “No, but-”

For the �rst time in the history of our friendship, I cut Violet o� to answer an adult. Or

someone else in general. “I think you misunderstand us, Ms. Kavalan. Yesterday, she insulted my dad,

Violet, and myself in front of the entire cafeteria, as well as forcing us out and not allowing us to sit and

eat there. The day before-”

“Enough.” Ms. Kavalan looks more angry than I’ve ever seen her, including the time that the

toilets were all clogged with the wriggling worms that the school calls spaghetti because the 6th grade

boys thought it was funny. “I will not allow the star student of this school to be smeared because you

were jealous—”

“Us, jealous of Veronica!?” I exclaim, surprising even myself.

“Are you absolutely insane!?” Violet adds at the exact same time.

The principal looks at both of us with a degree of satisfaction. “No, Ms. Anderson,” staring at

Violet like a scientist stares at an insect, “I am not insane. I happen to be rather smart. And, quite
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frankly, it makes sense that you would be jealous of her. She is moneyed, smart, beautiful, and she gets

along with everyone. Whereas, you, Ms. Tompson, never talked to anyone before today, and you, Ms.

Anderson, felt that it was crucial to show o� to your class every �ve seconds. You both need to learn to

tone down your personalities and mesh better with your classmates.”

There’s a pause. Violet looks like she’s about to cry. I’m speechless: the social anxiety has kicked

back in. It takes me a minute to realize that Ms. Kalavan is talking again.

“...because stamping on another student’s foot is violence, and forbidden by the school code,

Ms. Tompson, you are suspended from school for two days, and a third for unwillingness to cooperate.

Ms. Anderson, for egging her on, you get one day, and a second day for unwillingness to cooperate. If

either of you are unable to do your suspensions at home, you will do them at school. I will call your

parents and let them know to pick you up. You will wait in the reception room until then. Now, get

out of here.”

Violet silently grabs her backpack and walks outside, not making eye contact with Ms. Kalavan.

I �nally shake o� my frozen stupor, and start to get up.

“Ms. Tompson, resistance is futile. It would do you good to remember that.”

Quietly fuming, I turn and follow Violet, gently shut the o�ce door behind me, and sit with

Violet.

We wait what feels like an eternity before the beautiful grey car that I recognize as Violet’s dad’s

pulls up. Violet gives me a kiss on the forehead and heads outside. I watch her go, and then sit alone,

waiting for Dad.
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…

The suspension, believe it or not, was exactly what I needed. I needed a break, and a couple

days to think. I only got two days to think, because Violet’s parents, once they got over the fact that we

lied to them for two years, were so proud of us standing up to a bully that they took us to Disneyland.

It took me a while to fall asleep the night before I went back. I was overwhelmed with anxiety.

What was I going to do if Veronica retaliated? I couldn’t possibly go after her again. What if Ms.

Kalavan was resentful? What if the teachers decided to make our lives miserable?

Super powers can only do so much. And I can barely use mine.

…

My fears, it turns out, were not unfounded once I got to school.

I was used to people mocking me behind my back or just �at out mocking me. I had never

before experienced widespread, obvious fear. Students of all ages, from little �fth grade girls to massive

eighth grade guys gave me and Violet a wide berth as we walked to each class. The teachers never called

on Violet once, but called on Veronica at least twice per class, and never seemed too suprised at how

stupid her answers were at times. Lunch was incredibly quiet and calm, unexplainably so, until I

realized that Ms. Kalavan was carefully watching over lunch from an opposite corner to us. Teachers, as

well as some brave students, glared at us from a distance, as if Violet and I somehow made their life

harder.
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Okay, yes, I know, I shapeshifted in front of about half the school. I know. But that alone

doesn’t seem to just create tension and hate out of thin air.

“You know that this is because of Ms. Kalavan, right?”

My train of thought is broken by Violet’s sudden comment. “How do you �gure?”

“She seems like a control freak, and she must have taken the whole incident as a sign that she was

losing control of her school. I heard other kids talking about a speech or something. Maybe she told

them to do this.”

“That’s possible. She seems mean enough to try to make our lives harder.”

Violet looks at me.

“Oh, absolutely not Violet! I know what you want. You want me to use my powers again!”

“Why wouldn’t you!? You’ve been given a gift, Minnie! We have to use it!”

I raise an eyebrow. “We?”

“Okay, �ne, you. You could turn into a donkey again and intimidate her!”

“Seriously? Donkeys are just barely less intimidating than labradors. Barely!”

“We could try something more intimidating—“

“Not. Happening. What happened the last time we tried that?”

“You meant to turn into a horse and turned into a donkey in front of half the school.”

“I do have something to tell you, though.”

“Oh?”
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“I had a crazy dream last night,” I say, trying to sound casual. “I was in a hallway, alone, and I got

to the center where four di�erent hallways converged, and the four exits were suddenly blocked o�. I

panicked for a bit, before I realized that the blockages were just museum cases.”

“Okay?”

“And then this disembodied voice spoke, and she told me that I’m destined to do great things, or

some bull—“

“Language!”

I roll my eyes. “—B.S. like that, and told me to pick one of the cases.”

“Okay, and what was in them?” Violet looks totally disinterested in this conversation.

“In front of me, a red sword. To the left of me, a yellow shield. Behind me, a green bow. And to

the right of me, a quartersta� with blue ribbons. The disembodied voice told me that I had to choose,

because ‘every great hero needs a weapon” or something, and—“

“So, what’d you choose?”

“The quartersta�.”

“Makes sense. You’ve been training in martial arts since you were �ve.” She notices that I clearly

have something else to say. “What?”

“And I woke up after that.”

“Yeah?”

“And it was in my hand.”

“What?! It was a real choice?!”
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“I guess. And, it gets better-“

“Spill!”

“It �oats. And talks.”

“YOU ARE KIDDING ME!! You have a magical sta�!?”

“Yep. The week keeps getting weirder and weirder.”

“Or more awesome! Does the sta� have a name?”

“Yep. Her name is Karma.”

“Holy cow!”

“Yep.”

“Minnie,-“

“Absolutely not! I am not hitting our principal over the head with a glori�ed walking stick!”

Violet looks utterly appalled. “No! I’m just saying we should intimidate the principal with the

glori�ed walking stick. Look, can I at least meet Karma?”

“That’s probably a bad idea. She seems a little bloodthirsty. If you get an idea in her head that

there’s someone who needs whalloping, she might do it for you.”

“Alright, fair enough. I’ll see you tomorrow then?”

“Yeah, of course!”

I give Violet a hug before she gets in her car and I start to walk home.

…
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The minute I get inside the apartment door, Karma �oats over to greet me. “So, how was the

day?”

“Really weird, thanks. How about you?”

“Boring. I was stuck in here all day. So, what was weird?”

After a bit of hesitation, I tell Karma everything. She’s just a sta�, right? Telling her probably

won’t hurt anything.

“The principal seems like a bit of a jerk, huh?”

“A bit, yeah. She doesn’t seem to be facilitating ‘a healthy learning environment’.”

Karma’s dark wood glimmers in the sunlight as she �oats down slightly. “So, what are you going

to do tomorrow?”

“Probably nothing. Anything I do can just be used against me later.”

“Oh, come on! Minerva, you have to stand up to her.”

“That’s Minnie, but yeah, you might be right. Let me think about it, okay?”

“Sure. Can I come to school tomorrow?!”

“Karma!”

“Fine. I’ll let you tell me what the plan is.”

“Thanks, Karma. I’m gonna do homework.”

...

I decide to take Karma with me to school. I could use the extra backup, and besides, she looks

super cool as a walking stick. She grumbled a bit about how degrading it was to be a walking stick, but
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after I reminded her that she could just as easily stay in my room until I got home, she calmed down

very quickly.

To my surprise, the second the bell rings for the �rst class, Math, I hear over the loudspeaker,

“Minerva Thompson to the o�ce, please!”. I quickly grab my bag and Karma and fake-hobble over to

the o�ce.

“This could be bad.”

Karma seems to be unconcerned. “What do you mean?”

“The o�ce is where the principal is.”

“Oh, dear.”

“Yep. And they didn’t call Violet into the o�ce with me. This week keeps getting better and

better. Now, let me do the talking, okay?”

“No problem.”

I push in the door to the o�ce. The secretary nods to the door to Ms. Kalavan’s o�ce. I take a

deep breath and head inside.

“Ah, Ms. Thompson. Walking stick by the door, bag by your chair, and take a seat please.”

I quickly fake-hobble to do what she says and sit down, wondering what this is all about.

“Now. The superintendent got an email this morning, telling him about the alleged state this

school is in. It said that two students, yourself and Violet, had been bullied by another student for two

years. In that time, you had reached out to teachers, administrators, and myself, but no one seemed to

care. When you retaliated against the bully, you were disbelieved and punished. And, according to the
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email, I made things worse. I ratcheted up the tension publicaly between the two of you and the other

students. I told the teachers to ignore both of you and prop up the bully. I hated you both so much

that I decided to teach you a lesson.” She takes a breath. Her anger is palpable. “Now, the

superintendent is concerned, and he is coming by later today to check on the state of the school. Before

he does, Ms. Thompson, I have one question: did you send that email?”

“Of course not, Ms. Kalavan.”

“I think you did. I think you were so mad about your suspension, and about our conversation a

couple of days ago that you decided to teach me a lesson, just like you thought you should to the

alleged bully. But that is not your place. I am the principal. I dole out punishments, and you will

respect that. If you can’t, you will be expelled, and I will ensure that you and Violet will not be

welcome at the same school together.” She stands up, utterly furious. I �nd myself picturing the image

of a tiger, ready to transform and show her exactly what I think about her. At the same time, I hear

Karma asking for permission to whack the principal over the head, which for some reason Ms. Kalavan

can’t hear. I ready myself to do both of those things, before realizing that is what she wants. Ms.

Kalavan wants me to try to attack her, so that she can expel me and keep the bully on top. If I stay in

school, and continue resisting her, I win, every time.

In the middle of another rant about how consequences should rain down upon those who

deserve them, I stand up, abruptly.

“I would sit down, if I were you!”
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I look her dead in the eyes, and say, in the calmest, most cool voice I can manage, “Ms. Kalavan,

cruelty is remembered. It would do you good to remember that.”

As she stands, dumbfounded and absolutely speechless, I grab my bag, Karma, and the door, and

slam it behind me as I fake-hobble back to class.

Karma’s ribbons �utter slightly as we walk. “Well done. Ever done that before?”

“Verbally stand up to someone? No. But she got what’s coming to her. And what came to her.” I

pause, and then realize the one question that hasn’t been answered. “Karma, did you write the email?

Because it wasn’t me, and it de�nitely wasn’t Violet. She’s too much of a rule follower for that.”

Karma pauses for a minute. “Yes, I did. I wanted to see what you were capable of, and what

would lead you to a �ght. We’re partners now, and partners need to know each other.”

“Okay, fair enough. But never again, okay?”

“Done.” She pauses. “How do you think Violet’s going to react to the news that you took her

job of talking to adults on your behalf?”

“Only one way to �nd out.” I push open the door to the classroom, excited to leave the

battle�eld that is the principal’s o�ce behind, and to just be a normal kid, hanging out with my best

friend.

For now, at least. I have a feeling that Karma is going to want to do a little bit more than just

that very soon.
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1906 San Francisco Earthquake by Breanna McDonough.

I was sleeping peacefully in my bed, when my room began to shake. My belongings began tumbling o�

of their places on my shelf. I had heard about this once at school before—it was an earthquake. My teachers had

told me to �nd a piece of furniture to get under, so I crawled out of bed, slid under my desk, and grasped onto its

back legs. I heard my mother and father yelling from their bedroom. I began to pray that the shaking would stop

soon and that my family and I would make it out okay. The minute that the world was shaking felt like hours, as

I watched my belongings get destroyed and hearing my family's screams from other rooms. The shaking came to

an abrupt stop, and as soon as it did, I sprinted to my parents’ room. My two sisters, Rose and Molly, ran into

the hallway doing the same, and we found them cuddled underneath their desk. They embraced us in their arms,

and we hugged for what seemed like ages.

“Are you girls okay? Are you hurt?” My mother asked as she pulled away from my embrace.

I shook my head along with my sisters. They stood up from the �oor and we all held hands, walking out

of the room to see the damage that had been done. There was shattered glass all over the �oor and items were

thrown around everywhere. I was too scared to look at my room and see my favorite belongings scattered around

and broken. My mother’s hand held tight to mine, and I could feel the blood in my �ngers �owing slower than

usual. Her knuckles were white and could feel her hands shaking within mine. We all made our way down the

stairs, and the sight was atrocious. My mom gasped and broke from my grasp, her possessions and our glass

decor was all broken on the �oor.
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“Mama what happened?” my youngest sister, Rose, asked. Tears welled at the corner of my mothers

eyes, a wave of guilt washing over me. Some of her favorite and memorable items had been broken.

“Just a few things got broken, but I’m just happy that we’re alright.” She smirked at us and hugged

Rose.

We all walked towards the front door, more items were scattered and broken, and shards of glass lay near

every window sill. My father opened the front door and the sight was even worse than what had happened inside

our home. Fire trucks sped up and down the road, houses and buildings were nothing but rubble, and people

were laying in the street. I began to silently pray to myself, that those who had been a�ected worse would be

okay. My mother split from us and ran to our neighbor, Donna Luthy's house. Mrs. Luthy was a dear friend to

my mother, and I guaranteed that my mother wanted to make sure she was safe as well. Her house seemed much

like ours, only a few broken windows and a tree that had fallen in her yard.

“Donna? Donna, are you alright?” my mother yelled as she pounded on her door. Minutes went by and

she hadn’t come to the door, and my mother began to worry.

“I bet that she’s in a farther part of the house, cleaning things up, don’t worry too much,” My father

explained to her, draping his arm around her shoulder. Mother moved out of his embrace and ran to Mrs.

Luthy’s back door.

“Donna, open the door please!” she shrieked, banging as hard as she could on her door. I had never seen

my mother so frightened and anxious before. Molly and Rose began to cry and hid behind my dad’s legs. I doubt

they knew what was happening, but the sight of my mother was frightening enough.
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“Linda, are you alright?” Mrs. Luthy asked as she cracked her backdoor open. Mother embraced her in a

tight hug and relief washed over all of us.

“You didn’t answer when I knocked on the front door to check on you, and I got worried,” she

answered, pulling Mrs. Luthy out of her arms.

“Is your house okay? Was there any damage?” Mrs. Luthy questioned.

“Nothing on the outside but some broken windows, but many things inside the house shattered. What

about yours?”.

“I am so sorry Linda, that’s terrible. But, mine is the same as yours with the windows, and just a few

things broke inside”.

We heard the sirens from an ambulance wailing on the other side of the house, and we dashed over

there. A man was being pulled into the back on a stretcher, and the white blankets he was draped in were covered

in blood. I said another silent prayer that that man would recover well.

Everyone in the neighborhood was lined up and down the street, watching people get taken away in

ambulances. I had never seen, read, or heard about such a gruesome sight in my life. The sight was terrible with

children crying, injured and dead people, and materials that were once home were now rubble. My parents urged

us into Mrs. Luthy’s house, as my sisters had begun to cry. I felt sad knowing that they had to see such a sight,

and they were too little to even understand what was going on.

“I’ll call the repairman to help with the window tomorrow, I can assume that he’s going to be extra busy

today,” my father said, as Mrs. Luthy handed him a mug of co�ee.
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Ambulances continued to rush up and down the street, and there were still so many people outside.

Poor Rose began to cry again. Mrs. Luthy shut her drapes and o�ered us all some cocoa to distract ourselves.

Seeing the damage that had been done to nearly everyone around us, I was incredibly grateful to still have a

home, not be injured, and have my family safe. I was lucky I still had my life.

The Last Daring Adventure of Charlie Whiplash by Mikayla Boyd

Charlie Whiplash was an outcast. From a societal standpoint, he was about average height for

his kind, measuring in at about two centimeters. He lived in a small hole that he carved out of a kitchen

wall in a house owned by Miss Lorraine Cranberry, an old and unaware cat lady. Charlie’s family had

been exiled out of the two clans of tiny people that inhabited (and fought over) the main �oor: the

Whallops and the Whittles. His family had been taken away from him when he was only 16, and after

10 years he was still all alone. He liked it that way. As Charlie had grown older, he tried his best to stay

out of the political drama and warfare that often plagued the downstairs. He was perfectly content

with the quiet and calm life he lived.

One day, as Charlie was just preparing to leave his house to try and �nd some food crumbs that

had been left behind, a man the height of about 2.5 centimeters burst into his living room. The man

was wearing thin armor and had cold, menacing eyes.

“Whiplash!” he hollered.
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Startled, Charlie jumped up and pulled out his weapon, a small piece of a broken sewing needle

that he used as a sword.

“Put down your weapon, boy. This is no time for games,” the military o�cer growled.

Embarrassed, Charlie sheathed his sword and asked, “W-What can I do for you?”

The o�cer looked him up and down and then slowly began to pace around the room.

“The King of the Whittles has sent me to bring you in on a dangerous mission. Benjamin

Whittle, the youngest of the three princes, has been kidnapped by the Whallops. We need your help to

retrieve him,” he stated �rmly.

Charlie gaped at him. “Why would you need my help? What’s in it for me?”

“We have already wasted the lives of 30 soldiers trying to get that little tw—er—prince back.

You know this kitchen’s layout better than anyone. We’ve seen you darting around the cups and plates

from our kingdom in the living room. As for what’s in it for you, we will revoke your exiled and

outcast status and you will be freely welcomed into the Whittle Kingdom as a hero. We will also pay

you handsomely if you can pull this o�.”

Charlie blinked at the o�cer in surprise. Him? A hero? Be welcomed into the Whittle

Kingdom? He could barely wrap his head around the idea. He had never lived anywhere but in his little

hole in the wall.

Sweating under the o�cer’s intense gaze, Charlie nodded and replied, “Um yes. Yes! I can do

that.”

“Excellent. We’ll be starting immediately,” the o�cer stated as he turned around to leave.
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“Wait!” Charlie called out as he fumbled with his things. “What’s your name?”

The o�cer paused brie�y to answer, “I am Sergeant Peter Gumsworth.” Then he ducked

under Charlie’s door and was gone.

Once Charlie collected his things, he raced outside to keep up with the sergeant, who was

already way ahead of him. Accompanying the sergeant was a small motley crew of soldiers who looked

like they were barely capable of wielding weapons. They traveled along the baseboard of the kitchen,

cautiously staying out of sight of Miss Cranberry’s cats. Once they were about halfway to where

Charlie assumed they were going, Sergeant Gumsworth stopped.

He turned to Charlie and said, “We’ll get you as close as we can to the Whallop Kingdom, but

you’ll have to do the rescuing bit yourself.”

Charlie nodded, but his heart sank. How was he supposed to go against an entire kingdom

who had already taken out 30 of the Whittle’s soldiers? Although, after glancing at the soldiers around

him, Charlie mused it might be less di�cult than he feared.

After another small trek, Sergeant Gumsworth guided Charlie over to a long thread that he

would use as a rope to help him scale up a brown cabinet. Taking a deep breath, Charlie hoisted

himself up and began the slow and very straining trip up the cabinet. Once he made it on top of the

counter, Charlie darted behind a few cups and started searching for the opening to the Whallop

Kingdom. Upon �nding the small entrance that was hidden behind the Keurig, Charlie froze as a

thought dawned on him. How was he going to know what the prince looked like? He had forgotten to

ask the most important question! This mission just became a whole lot more di�cult.
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Slipping inside the kingdom, Charlie was startled by how big it was. It must’ve gone all

throughout the section of the kitchen wall. He pretended to be a normal citizen, and nonchalantly

looked around for where they might be holding Benjamin. Walking down a small alleyway carved out

of the drywall, Charlie found himself amongst a few rows of very small living spaces. At the top of each

was a name carved in large, bold letters. Although he doubted that would be it, Charlie began going

through all the names. Suddenly, he came across one that looked familiar. It read:

Benji Whittle

Charlie stared up at the sign in surprise. Benji could be short for Benjamin, right? Why was it

this easy to �nd a prisoner? Maybe the Whallops liked to show o� their prisoners.

Taking a deep breath, Charlie barged into the small home and called out, “Benjamin Whittle!!”

A 20-something-year-old man, a little taller than Charlie, poked his head out around a corner,

“Um, hello? Who are you?”

Charlie ran over to him and started pulling him towards the door. He was wearing an out�t

that seemed too comfortable for a normal prisoner. Charlie �gured that the Whallops must be trying

to give him a false sense of security.

“Come on!” Charlie urged. “You’re in great danger, and I have to get you out of here!”

“W-What? What danger?” Benjamin asked as he was dragged by Charlie back through the

section of drywall and towards the entrance to the Whallop Kingdom.

“Don’t worry, I’ll get us out of here!” Charlie shouted as he raced out of the kingdom and back

towards the rope with Benjamin in tow.
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Then, grabbing ahold of the rope, Charlie said, “Okay, now grab onto me and I’ll bring us

down.”

Benjamin gaped at him. “Are you kidding? You’re kidding, right? Where are we even going?”

“What do you mean ‘where are we going?’ I’m rescuing you! Now come on!” Charlie grabbed

onto Benjamin and started going down the rope with him as fast as he could.

“What are you—hold on—rescuing me? Rescuing me from what?”

Benjamin started to �ail around as he realized he was being forced to scale down a cabinet with

a complete stranger.

“Benjamin—would you—quit—doing that—please—it is very hard to not fall o� when you’re

wiggling like that,” Charlie grunted as Benjamin continued to squirm.

“I prefer the name Benji, thank you very much, and also, who even are you?”

Benji stopped �ailing to peer into Charlie’s eyes.

“My name,” Charlie heaved as he reached the bottom and let go of the rope, “is Charlie

Whiplash. Now come on!”

As he was being led away towards the fridge, Benji thought out loud, “Charlie Whiplash? Oh

right, the outsider. Wait—the outsider? Then why the heck—” Benji’s thoughts were cut short when

he �nally realized where they were going.

Right when they made it under the fridge, Charlie felt a tug backward as Benji suddenly

stopped.

“Hey what—? Why are you stopping? We still have a ways to go,” Charlie questioned.
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“Look, I don’t know what they’ve told you, but there is absolutely no way that I am going back

to my parents.”

Benji started to move away from Charlie.

“You can’t be serious, don’t tell me that they kidnapped and brainwashed you!”

“What—no—they didn’t—that’s not the point. The Whallops have treated me much better

than my parents ever have.”

Charlie was confused. Benji didn’t seem like he had just been held prisoner for a long time. Was

he telling the truth?

“Okay, you know what, it doesn’t matter. I am being paid to bring you back home so that’s

what I’m going to do!”

As Charlie and Benji continued to argue, their commotion attracted the attention of several

nearby ants. The ants slowly approached them unnoticed until almost the last second.

As Charlie was beginning to get exasperated, Benji looked over Charlie’s shoulder and

screamed, “Look out!! Ants!!”

Spinning around and whipping out his broken sewing needle as fast as possible, Charlie

managed to fend o� an ant that was just about to grab onto his leg. As Charlie successfully agitated all

of the ants in the nearby vicinity, Benji began to run towards the opposite side of the fridge, yelling for

Charlie to follow.

After looking around and realizing that there were just way too many ants, Charlie made a

tactical decision and booked it towards the direction that Benji was running. There wasn’t much space
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left before they would run out of cover from the fridge and the ants were gaining ground. As Charlie

prepared to succumb to his fate, Benji grabbed his arm and dragged him out from under the fridge as

he started to run towards the living room.

“What the—are you crazy?! We have no cover out here!” Charlie exclaimed as he tried to keep

up with Benji.

“I have a plan, don’t worry!” Benji yelled back over his shoulder.

“Plan?! What pla—?! Charlie’s words were cut out by his own scream as Benji launched both

of them up onto a solid black, round moving object.

“Roomba!” Benji shouted with glee.

“What—but the ants—?” Charlie asked before laughing out of pure relief as he watched the

ants struggle to get ahold of the smooth, slippery surface of the Roomba.

As the Roomba glided further into the living room, Charlie said, “This is perfect! Now we’ll

get back to the Whittle Kingdom in no time!”

Benji jumped up and started looking all around the Roomba in a panic as he said, “What? No

no no no no, we have to turn this thing around. I am NOT going back.”

“Why are you so against going home?” Charlie inquired.

“Haven’t you ever been inside of the Whittle Kingdom?”

Charlie shook his head no and Benji sighed.

“The king and queen—my parents—treat everyone like garbage. Including their own children.

I wasn’t kidnapped by the Whallops. Instead, I—well, I ran away from home. The Whallops took me
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in and gave me a nice small home. They treat me well. Many of the soldiers that my parents have sent to

retrieve me have chosen to stay as well. The conditions in the Whittle Kingdom are. . . not favorable or

healthy. When I confronted my parents, they threatened to throw me in the dungeon so I made my

escape. I can’t imagine how they’ll react to me being home. Maybe they’ll make good on their threats.”

Charlie stared wide eyed at Benji.

“Oh… I’m sorry… I don’t even know what to say…” Charlie trailed o�.

Charlie looked anywhere but at Benji, who had seated himself on the edge of the Roomba. He

didn’t know what to do. On one hand, returning Benji to the Whittles would relieve him of his exiled

and outcast status, as well as earn him a lot of money. But on the other hand, would destroying the life

Benji had managed to create in the Whallop Kingdom really be worth it for money and social status?

Charlie bit his lip. He didn’t think so.

As Charlie struggled with his moral dilemma, one of Miss Cranberry’s cats looked over and

squinted at the Roomba. Upon seeing the two little people on top of it, the cat slowly stood up and

began stalking it. As the cat crept towards the Roomba, Charlie pulled Benji up and tried to work out a

plan with him. However, to Charlie’s surprise, Benji had already given up.

“Benji, come on! We have to think of something!” Charlie pleaded.

“There’s no point. We’re almost at the gates already,” Benji said as he waved his hand

dismissively towards the entrance to the Whittle Kingdom, from which Sergeant Gumsworth and

several soldiers had already started emerging.
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Looking around frantically for any way out of it, Charlie �nally laid eyes on the cat, who was

preparing to pounce. At the last second, Charlie pulled the unsuspecting Benji out of the way as the cat

lunged. Making a split second decision, Charlie chose his side, and leapt onto the cat with Benji in tow,

grabbing onto its gray fur.

The cat yowled and Benji shrieked. Charlie and Benji barely held on as the cat spun around and

tried to �ing them o�. As they struggled to climb up higher on the cat’s back, Benji pulled Charlie up

away from the angry jaws of the cat just in the nick of time. They barely had any time to catch their

breath before the cat went sprinting into the kitchen, getting the attention of all the other cats, who

began to make their way over.

Amongst the chaos, Benji shouted at Charlie, “Look, the rope!!”

Laying eyes on the rope from earlier, Charlie waited until the cat was near enough to the rope

before grabbing onto Benji and jumping for it.

Charlie and Benji both screamed as they went careening through the air, and the cat that they

had been riding on spun around and advanced towards them. As Charlie grabbed onto the rope and

Benji grabbed onto Charlie, Charlie felt intense pain shoot through his hands as he slid a little ways

down the rope and su�ered a terrible rope burn. After hearing Benji’s panicked yells to climb, Charlie

used all of his energy to pull himself and Benji up the rope as fast as possible.

Charlie and Benji had barely reached the top of the cabinet when the gray cat jumped up onto

the counter next to them. Using the last of his adrenaline, Charlie pulled out his sword and took a

defensive stance in front of Benji, who was starting to slowly back away. As the cat hissed and opened
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its mouth as it prepared to pounce, Charlie pushed the fearful Benji in the direction of the Keurig for

cover.

“Go—run!” Charlie shouted.

“I’m not leaving you behind!” Benji yelled back as he tried to make his way back to Charlie.

But before Benji could make a move toward Charlie, the cat lunged towards them. Thinking

fast with the blood pounding in his ears, Charlie chucked his sword towards the cat, and then dropped

to the ground, covering his neck, preparing for the inevitable. However, the cat’s sharp teeth never

reached Charlie. Instead, Charlie was greeted by pained yowling. Looking up, Charlie saw the cat

batting at it’s nose as it tried to get out the needle that was protruding from it. Charlie laughed,

dumbfounded, and then ran over to where Benji was hiding before the cat could try to attack again.

Then, to Charlie’s surprise, Benji hugged him.

“Thank you, thank you, thank you, thank you, thank you!!” Benji exclaimed.

Charlie grew shy and replied, “Oh, uh, no problem.”

“How can I ever repay you? I don’t have much money-wise, but I have quite a few trinkets that

are pretty valuable!”

“It’s really alright, you don’t need to repay me. I am just thankful for a chance to have one last

daring adventure before I’m probably arrested.”

“Wait, what? Why would you be arrested?” Benji asked, concerned.
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“Well, once I get back to my hole in the wall I’m sure that it will only be a matter of time before

Sergeant Gumsworth comes to arrest me for turning against them,” Charlie started. “So, I might as well

start getting back now. You know, to pack up my things.”

As Charlie turned to leave, Benji stopped him and said, “Wait! Why don’t you… stay here! With

me. Or not with me—you could live on your own in the Whallop Kingdom. Or with me if you

wanted—really it’s up to you.”

“You’d be… okay with that?” Charlie asked.

“Yes of course! Although you may have accidentally kidnapped me, you also saved my life quite

a few times, and you successfully returned me to my home. Tomorrow, once the cats settle down, we

can go back to your home and get all your stu�! I’ll get some of the Whallop guards to help us.”

Charlie thought for a moment and realized that he wasn’t as content with his quiet and lonely

life as he thought he was.

“Okay, well, um, sure! Why not,” Charlie said with a small smile.

Benji grinned back and then led Charlie into the Whallop Kingdom where they would

continue to live together happily ever after.

Jonas Salazar Purpose On The Steppe

She could see the people, her people, they persisted among the smoldering ruins like ants swarming their

�ushed colony. Some of them peppered the ground, dead and dis�gured, others were being dragged away by

soldiers with bloody swords and �red crossbows. Excitement was on all their faces, the dead and the living shared

fearful eyes, arched eyebrows, and mouths contorting into silent screams and cries of pain. As Syra walked
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further into the village she noted with relief that most of the children seemed to be alive, to her right a young

boy huddled on the ground with his knees to his chest, shock gluing him next to a large pile of still smoking

ashes. Probably his house, Syra noted mentally, and maybe his family was trapped in there. The soldiers and the

rest of her company were trying to keep the children alive, the whole reason the king had allowed this excursion

was because Syra had promised him a reward in potential cavalry recruits.

Syra turned away from the shell shocked boy, walking on between a pair of animal pens. The village was

bigger than she remembered, when its outline had �rst appeared to Syra’s company she had noticed many new

tents that hadn’t been there during her childhood. It made it harder to recognize the old tents, the yurts Syra

herself had lived in. She was searching for them now, hastily weaving between soldiers, children, and dead bodies,

trying to look at the remaining structures before soldiers threw torches at their edges.Syra noticed a few before

they went up in �ames, she saw an old portable stable, built of imported red wood. She wondered if it was the

same one she kept her own horse in during her childhood, her horse; that had been a pain to train and who

always obeyed better for her parents and teachers then it did for her. She noticed a yurt whose sides were covered

in crude �nger paintings, Syra remembered painting there as a kid, she remembered that childish act being her

favorite part of the whole day. She noticed the old armory as it began to collapse, she remembered being escorted

there as a child with her friends, everyone being so excited to receive their �rst bow and quiver of arrows. Syra

had never understood her peers' excitement, nor had she ever come to appreciate her family’s traditional

weapon. She smirked a little as the large tent fell in on itself. It’s not what I’m looking for, though, she reminded

herself, what’s really holding me back is still out there.

“Excuse me, ma’am,” a soldier approached Syra from behind her, “I think we’ve found your families’

dwelling. There’s a yurt on the far side that matches your description.” “Lead the way,” Syra replied, anticipation

rising within her as the duo walked through the village. On either side of her were more burning buildings,
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dazed nomads, and dead bodies being piled up by bored soldiers. Yet Syra hardly noticed, all she cared for was

her destination and the act that would follow. She had left this place long ago, she had tried to forget her

nomadic upbringing in a settled city, tried to trade in her combat skills and personnel horse for a place in the

stu�y bureaucracy and personnel prestige as a translator and advisor in foreign relations. Yet she never had truly

separated herself from her family and upbringing, although she had picked up the city’s language fast people

were only interested in learning her native tongue. Although she had journeyed far and wide with her family and

village as a young girl, seeing more of the continent than most read about, the king was still more interested in

assigning her to monitor the activities of the nomadic tribes that lived in the steppe. Over time she had proven

her skills as a strategist and advisor, she had earned her wish of covering and watching other peoples and places,

and yet her skills and knowledge concerning nomadic life continued to stick to her. She hated that, she wanted

to be nothing of the person she once was, no matter how much it bene�tted her new leaders or people.

“Ma’am,” the soldier's voice brought Syra out of her thoughts, they were rapidly approaching the outer

edges of the village, on the far side from where the soldiers had entered. There were few corpses here, the �ghting

was over, the nomads never really got a chance to prepare. Most of the buildings were still intact too, in the

distance Syra could hear her company lighting new �res, but near her the men were busy bounding the arms of

adults and rounding up children. They were going through the homes in pairs, occasionally dragging out a

kicking child and elders shivering in the cold night air. Perhaps I should tell the soldiers to be less harsh, these people

did just witness their whole community get torn apart, Syra thought for a second, no, no that won’t do. They’ll be

better once they're sleeping in a proper house. Of course their shivering, winter is approaching and they think it's ok to

live in these conditions. Syra could not let herself feel bad for these people, it was their fault they chose to live like

savages. This is the reason you had to leave, remember all the great things you’ve earned since leaving. A house in the
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inner city, a servant that attends to your every whim, weekly dues collected from the farmers. She thought of her life

in civilization, and shook o� the nostalgia that gripped her for the faintest moment.

The guard escorted Syra another �fty yards, then stopped them in front of a rather luxurious home,

compared to the other yurts.This one had silk drapings marking the entrance, and the sides were decorated with

depictions of �ying owls, running horses, and leaping deer. Syra’s home hadn’t changed much since she’d last

seen it, but now she found herself slightly revolted as she stepped inside. She looked around at the low ceiling,

her estate had ceilings made of smooth plaster, far better than the stained and patched covering currently above

her. Syra looked at the faded rugs beneath her, she bent down and lifted one up, exposing the �attened grass

beneath. As a child she had smelled the earth every night as she slept, now she wrinkled her nose and wished for

her scented candles. Syra stood back up and glanced at the small �re in the center, the two sleeping matts in the

corner, and the small trunk of clothing and wool boots. All of this for the chieftain and his family, Syra thought,

the most important home in the community, and it barely disrupts nature, hardly keeps out the elements, and will

burn down in five minutes. Syra didn’t know why anyone valued a home that was this insigni�cant.

Finally, Syra turned around, and gazed at the side of the yurt right next to the entrance. In this corner, a

small wooden shrine stood. Small silver statues of the nomadic deities stood atop, with wooden bowls of food

o�erings and stubby, half melted candles casting a dim glow in the room. What really caught Syra’s attention was

the woman kneeling in front of the shrine, her shoulders slumped, her shoulder length hair bedraggled and her

night robe with �ecks of dark red. She doesn’t look hurt, the blood is probably someone else’s, thought Syra, what

will she think of me, after all these years? Syra licked her lips, her mouth suddenly dry, and tried to �nd the right

words to say. “Mother?” she �nally forced out.

The woman in front of Syra �nally stood up, and with a swish of her robes turned around to face her

daughter. What a beautiful sight they were, mother and daughter with the same �owing black hair, dark brown
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eyes, in traditional nomadic robes of deep blue with matching deels. They both had the same posture, both

stood up tall, shoulders wide with feet pointing ahead. Like nothing changed, thought Syra, I could be a little girl

again, at my mothers side, learning the ways of our people. Again, Syra found herself thinking of her childhood

with fondness, but why was she? She had always desired to ride farther than the edge of the steppe, always

wanted more than what wandering the steppes would give her. She had found that, in no small part because of

the chief’s wife.  Now a widow, that woman deserved to be civilized as Syra was, Syra knew she needed to give

her mother a better life.

Yet Syra knew not how to start, and it was her mother who broke the silence �rst. “I saw you leading the

soldiers to us. A settled woman in nomadic garb, speaking with the authority of a chieftain with the purpose of a

king. I knew purpose would be kind to you, but I could never imagine where purpose would lead you.” Poetic,

as her mother had always been, the daughter of a griot and her husband's interpreter. Syra wanted to speak just

as beautifully as her mother, but her mind was full of anxiety. She had led soldiers in an attack on her old village,

had helped burn down peoples homes, yet talking to family was the one thing she couldn’t bring herself to do.

“I-I gave c-clear instructions,” Syra stuttered, “t-the children won’t be harmed. The elders and adults will be

given safety as long as they don’t act out. Everyone will leave the village as it burns, tomorrow we will return and

give the dead proper burials.” Then we’ll leave this place behind, and everyone will start living as sensible people,

Syra thought.

“Aaaahh!!!” A girl’s scream from outside caught both women’s attention, and Syra rushed outside,

followed sluggishly by her mother. A few yards away a little girl was being kicked to the ground by a soldier with

a bloody face. Syra watched as the girl got back up, crying and still screaming, and charged the soldier who

kicked her again. “Soldier!,” Syra yelled to get his attention, “we don’t kick the children!” “She threw a rock at

my face! Hit me in the nose!” Why can’t the kids at least be passive, Syra thought with annoyance. “Well she’s
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barely ten years old, grab her around the waist and put her with the rest! The soldier obeyed, albeit grudgingly,

dragging the girl away and threw the tents. At this point the soldiers had made their way to this side of the

village, and they started dragging the remaining people away from the buildings to a small crowd enclosed by

more troops Syra could see forming to the left of the village.

“This is what you wanted when I left you in the care of the people on the coast? To help that pathetic

port turn into a stinking, �lthy city so that you could come and make us miserable?” Her mother’s words stung,

albeit partly misleading. “I knew you wanted more than our simple life, I know you wanted to be literate,

wealthy, and well traveled. I knew you were su�ering every day you tried to hide it, I knew our expectations were

tearing you apart. So why are you now tearing your people apart with your expectations?” Syra looked back at

her seething mother, mustering all the compassion she could into her response. “I’m not tearing us apart, I’m

providing us a way to a better life. It’s a painful process, but we will gain far more than what we have lost.” A slap

to Syra’s right cheek made her take a fearful step back, a backhand to her left made her give a short cry of pain.

“Children have been orphaned because of you. Your childhood friends have been killed in front of their families

because of you. I watched you light the �rst �res; to the stables, workshops and supply mounds, our whole way

of life has been erased by you.”

Syra lunged towards her mother, grabbing her robe and pushing her back against the wall of their yurt,

her mother wincing as she hit a wooden support behind the outer covering. I’m so tired of my family not

understanding where we are wrong, Syra was burning with rage, why are people so stupid to the obvious?” “I didn’t

ask anyone to raise a sword, or an arrow. I didn’t ask you all to hide in our animal hides and resist progress,”

shouted Syra, spittle �ying from her lips. She was done being patient with her mother. She heaved her mother to

her feat and half dragged, half pulled her towards the steppes beyond the yurts. The smell of blood and burning
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hide swirled around them as Syra led them out of the village, into the knee-high grass beyond toward the crowd

of villagers.

“Let go of me, let go of me you foreigner!,” her mother shouted as the �res from the village grew more

distant behind them. “I am not a foreigner, I am your daughter!” “No, I let you go,” her mother gasped as she

dug her bare feet into the grass and soil, grabbing at Syra’s robe and slightly ripping the fabric. “I let you go, and

I lost you. I did what I thought was right, but you were given to savag-” “My king, and my fellow citizens are

NOT savages! We act like savages, YOUR people, my father’s people act like savages.” Syra was trembling with

rage now, her mother was �ghting with desperation, they nearly fell over three times as they got to the outer

circle of soldiers. The noise from the crowd beyond the troops was deafening, crying children were calling out

for their mothers and fathers, elders covered in ash were huddling to stay warm as the wind whistled through

them, husbands and wives were holding their bleeding or dead spouses. A few villagers turned to watch as Syra

parted two soldiers and pushed her mother toward the crowd. Her mother held on to Syra’s robe, ripping the

front as she stumbled and was caught by a man around Syra’s age.

“Traitor!” Syra looked up as she walked back behind the line of soldiers. Her robe was ripped in the

front to reveal a vest of tightly woven leather scales, the same chest plate of armor that the soldiers around her

were wearing. “Traitor!” the man who had caught Syra’s mother said again, his mouth contorted into a hateful

glare. “You can’t even wear our full attire. I guess it’s easier to put on an outward disguise than wear the clothing

you were raised in.” The crowd was getting quiet now, people turning to look at the confrontation between their

clansman and their chieftain's only child. “You must be disgusted by your own clothing.” Of course I am, Syra

thought, it's the mark of the poor, those who were too lazy to join civilization. “I am no traitor,” Syra said, “I simply

am doing my duty to my king, and guiding my kin to a brighter future.” Syra turned to the troop commander,

who stood apart from the circle of soldiers. “Make sure there’s no trouble tonight, if the smoke from the village
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comes this way move them out of its way,” she barked. The troop commander bowed, looking at her with a

steely gaze. “Yes ma’am,” he said. Syra turned away and walked back towards the village.

When Syra reached the outskirts once more the soldiers who had stayed had managed to light a �re to

every structure in Syra’s sight. She threw her deel towards the nearest burning yurt, then wrestled out of her

robe, throwing it onto the �re as well. She preferred the leather chest plate and skirt of her culture, her new

people. She watched as the �res burned the yurts to the ground, plumes of smoke rising into the sky. She

watched as several bodies went up in �ames, people she had once lived with now leaving this world. I did it, she

thought, I ended this pathetic way of life. Tomorrow, I can start to make my kin great. She waits for satisfaction to

come, she waits as the �res slowly die down and the �rst rays of sunlight wash over from the eastern horizon. She

waits and waits, for her satisfaction, but it never comes.

The Godmother by Karla Huber

Part One

There in a dark room we sat, me, my brother, a father asking for justice, and her. Sitting in silence on the

dark mahogany rocking chair behind the matching grand desk, our Godmother, Veita Corleone. After time

passes the man approaches and kisses our Godmother on the cheek and starts to speak, “you must help me, and

my daughter. You see, my daughter was in a baking competition and she was beat in the �rst round. You must

give us one of your recipes so she can win. Justice, we need justice!” Veita with her cheeks sagging gently from

being �lled with chewed canoliis, let out a sigh and with a gentle rasp in her voice she says, “ you come here on

the day my son is to be married and you ask for me to give you my recipes, for money.” The man exclaimed, “I’m

here for justice!” In a rally like form Vieta shot back, “that is not justice, your daughter could still win the next

competition, but instead you come here not for friendship, but for a favor.”
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She slowly stood up, setting down her dog which she was petting in her lap and walked over to the man.

They stood staring into each other’s eyes, “May I be your friend, Godmother?” He spoke with a gentle tremble

in his voice, slowly bending down to kiss her hand. Vieta put her hand on his shoulder and said, “yes, good. One

day and maybe I may never, I will call you and ask you for an act of assistance, but for now think of this as a gift

for my son's wedding day.” After the man thanked our Godmother and left she spoke to all of us, “there is a

company that never paid, go sabotage their goods and if anyone interferes that is what the rolling pins are for,

But for now we shall enjoy my son's wedding.”

Later that day after the wedding reception, Vieta ordered us to do the family business. She explained to

us, “There is a warehouse which is holding all of the ingredients for the baking competition, you must go in and

mess with their �our. We will supply our clients with my own �our, and my own cannoli recipe.” My brother,

Alfredo, chimed in “ but Godmother, what will be up against what do we need to take?” She walked over to

Alfredo and placed her dainty, yet wrinkly hand on his shoulder. “ My son, take whatever cooking utensil you

think you will need, what I recommend is a rolling pin, a whisk, and most importantly take the jumbo egg

beater.” He nodded and set out on his way with my other brothers to go and get the supplies.

Before I could head out my mother called me over, “Michelle come here my daughter.” When the

Godmother calls you over there is always a hint of fear, “I have a special job for you, there is a man out in

Hollywood who is a producer for cooking shows on the new television. You know Johanna, and her love for

cooking, go out there and try to get her a spot eh, and if he resists, sequences will come. Now go, you have a car

waiting for you outside.” I gave her a kiss on both of her cheeks and grabbed my bags from my room, which I

always leave packed because you never know when you will be on business.

Upon arriving in Hollywood, I made my way to the �lm set for the directors cooking show. Walking

into the building there was a man around �ve foot seven, yelling in a thick british accent, at what seemed to be
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the camera crew. I called out to him, “Excuse me sir, may I have a moment of your time?” He turned towards me

and started to walk furiously out of the door, “I don’t have time to talk to you for your paparazzi crap!” I

followed him and shot back a reply, “Sir, my client has sent me here to speak with you about a job opportunity.”

He shoved open the doors and screamed from over his shoulder, “Yeah, well I don’t give a crap about what your

client sent you here for. What are ya, a lawyer?” I grabbed his arm and brought him over to the side, I spoke in a

loud whisper, “I’m here on orders from Corleone, surely you of all people know who that is.” His eyes widened

as if he knew he made the mistake of talking to me that way. “Ah yes, how has she been lately?” He said, trying to

change the subject, before I could even speak he said, “how about you come to dinner at my place huh?” I nod

and follow him out of the set warehouse.

Later that night at his mansion we were eating �let mignon on beautiful china, decorated with a blue

�oral pattern, completed with a set of the most detailed silverware in all of Hollywood. The meat was tender and

�lled with juice, seasoned to perfection. When the knife cut through the meat there would be a waterfall of

�avor that poured out onto the plate. Upon taking a bite, the meat seemed to almost melt in your mouth when

you started to chew. “Wine? I have many bottles. How about a bottle of Domaine Leroy Musigny Grand Cru,

one of my �nest wines from France,” he explained to me. “Well I am an Italian, I never turn town a good glass of

wine.” The waiter came out and layed a crystal wine glass in front of us and started to pour. It was a delicate red

wine with a strong sweet scent. I picked up the glass and began to aerate it to further bring out the �avor. The

wine tasted like a crisp yet sweet grape jam,  with a touch of sour aftertaste, which paired nicely with the meal.

As time passed and we ate and drank more I decided it was time to bring up why I came here. “Thank

you for inviting me to dinner tonight Mr. Gordon, it’s been a pleasure, but we really should start talking

business,” before I could �nish my sentence he cut me o�. “Ah my friend, call me Ramsey, before we get to

business I have something I must show you.” He stood up and led me over to a pad locked vault pantry. “Let me
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show you one of my most prized possessions,” he opened the safe and there sat a bag of �our which appeared to

be very expensive and rare. “This is the most expensive bag of �our there is in all the world, I paid more than

Twenty thousand dollars for it. It’s a type of �our they only mill in Nepal from only the rarest of wheat.” I

turned to him and said, “So this is what you buy with your riches, �our? I mean you are Ramsey Gordon the

producer of all the cooking shows on television, that does make sense since you are a cook.”

After he closed the safe I turned to him and said, “Now about that business we had to discuss…” He

turned to me in a drunken state and clapped his hands. “Ah yes, what was it that brought you here?” I went and

poured a glass of scotch on the rocks and sat on the sofa in his living room. “You know Johanna, yes, the wife of

my brother Connel. She is interested in your business, most importantly to be on your television in a cooking

show.” His expression dropped to a scowl. “No, she will not get a job here. Not at my station, I refuse to hire

her! Do you know what she took from me? She took one of the most fabulous chefs from my studio! He made

the world's best piece of steak I’ve ever had!” I could see that there was nothing I could do to change his mind, so

I decided to head back to my Godmother and tell her the news. “Well if there is nothing you can do I must be on

my way, Thank you for your hospitality and for the lovely dinner. I must be going home now.” With that I was

o� on my way back to New York.

When I told my Godmother what Ramsey said she was outraged, she would not take no for an answer

so she sent my brothers out to Hollywood to hurt him where it would hurt the most. Ramsey Gordan laid in his

extravagant bed with his golden silk sheets and pillow cases, in a deep slumber. He tossed and turned as he

started to wake up, he felt a powdery substance on his �ngers and all over his pajamas. His eyes slowly opened as

he felt around under the covers, he brought his hand up to his face to �nd there was �ne white dust covering his

arms and torso. Ramsey lifted up his sheets to �nd his prized bag of �our from Nepal was ripped open and

dumped all over his bed. His screams could be heard throughout all of Beverly Hills.
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Part Two

If only I could have been there to save her that day. The day my poor Sunny was shot and killed. I was in

Italy getting married to a handsome man named Apollo, who sadly too also met his end prematurely. Maybe if I

was back here in the states would I have been able to protect my sister. This incident all started when Sunny

caught wind of our younger sister who was being abused by her husband. She devised a plan to get back at him

and put an end to his actions…

“We need to do something about him. He can not treat our sister that way!” Sunny yelled furiously to

the rest of our family. Alfredo spoke in a shaky voice, “Sunny what are we to do, he’s part of our rival baking

company, doing anything would violate our truce.” A silence fell in the room and then Sunny was o�. She left

and that was the last time any of the family saw her alive. Sunny was on her way to confront our sister’s husband

and she drove out to the countryside. The other families heard about my sister’s plan and ambushed her at a toll

booth. Sunny stepped out of her car as she saw two other cars pull up. Suddenly one of the people shouted,

“FOOD FIGHT!”

They started hurling all kinds of food, tomatoes, pasta, cannolis, cakes, and other various dishes, all

towards Sunny. She got struck down to the ground yet she managed to get back into her car. Later when the sun

was starting to set, two men approached Sunny’s car, her window was down as she sat there lifeless. One of the

guys reached their hand into the car and picked something o� of Sunny’s shirt, “Ew Charlie that’s nasty,” the

other man said as Charlie put the bit of cannoli into his mouth. “Hey I ain’t never pass up on cannolis.” The

other man pointed out the was a box of Vieta’s Cannolis in the back seat which they grabbed as they tossed their

rolling pins aside. Charlie spoke to his companion, “Leave the pins, take the cannolis.” From that point on

Sunny was left there until found by police several hours later.
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Upon my arrival back to New York, after �nding out about Sunny Veita pulled me aside once more and

told me there was something very important that I needed to know. I sat across from her mahogany desk and

awaited her message. “Michelle My daughter, I might not have much time left in this world. The feud between

the families grows thicker, and I fear that I will end up like our beloved Sunny.” I sat in shock at the words I was

hearing, unable to speak. I sat and listened further. “ My dearest daughter, you will be the next Godmother of

our family, I put my full trust in you.”

I stood up and started pacing, “But mother I am not ready to inherit such a thing I could never actually

be the Godmother..” Before I could �nish I felt my mothers hands touch my shoulders. “Michelle you can do it,

You are the daughter of Vieta Corleone, you have all of the Corleone family behind you. You will be perfect, my

child.” Little did I know my mothers predictions were true. Vieta passed not long after Sunny and I became The

Godmother. Running this business is not easy but it is something I must do.

Roman Drake by Cole Wicklander

Roman sat in on the roof of the tallest building for a mile. His mission had taken him just

outside of New Delhi, India, and skyscrapers loomed in the distance. The target came into view of

Roman’s binoculars followed by a girl Roman’s age, his twin sister Brittney. “He’ll be in range in ten

seconds. Backup is still �ve minutes out. Prepare to take the shot,” Brittneys voice came in over

Roman’s earpiece. Roman took a deep breath to settle his nerves, then pulled the trigger twice. Both

shots hit their marks. The target went down.
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“Nice shot,” Brittneys voice faded out of his ear as she collapsed. Roman stood up, grabbed

two du�e bags that were sitting to his right, and walked away.

###

It was a cold and cloudy January morning in London, the frigid winds pushing against Roman

as he walked to class. His dorm room was on the opposite side of campus from his �rst class of the day,

forcing him to expose himself to the wind and rain that came with winter in London. He climbed up

the stairs and someone yelled from behind him. “Hey Simon, wait up!” Simon was Roman’s alias, and

he still hadn’t gotten used to it.

Roman brushed his shaggy blondish brown hair out of his face, barely looking up from the

book he was reading, and turned towards Graham as he hurried to catch up to Roman. Graham was

built like a penguin so his version of running looked more like a fast waddle and wasn’t all that fast.

When they got to the top of the stairs, two students came barreling down the hall towards them and

Roman pulled Graham to the side to prevent the collision.

“Thanks,” Graham said.

“No problem,” Roman responded.

Graham seemed like he had something else on his mind. “Simon, what did you get on the

geometry test?”

Roman looked up from his book. “I got an A-.”

Graham frowned. “I got an A.” Graham paused for a second, “You always seem to get the same

thing. Did you notice that? In English, French, P.E... You have an A- in every class.”
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Roman shrugged. “I’m consistent. And I have an A in History”

“I guess. Why don’t you study a bit more to get A’s?”

“I try. I just have a hard time studying for long periods of time—”

“Hey, Graham!”

Graham sighed and turned around. “Hey, Sean.”

“Whatcha reading?” Sean asked mockingly. Pointing to the book Graham held under his arm.

He knew exactly what the book was about, Graham always read the same type of books.

“It’s called Spy Stakes. It’s about a kid spy.” It wasn’t what he said, but how he said it: with a

faraway glint in his eyes. His hand tightened on his backpack strap. You could feel Graham’s jealousy

oozing from his tone.

Sean smirked. “Do you want to be a spy fatty! Because the only way you will ever be a spy is in

your dreams.” Sean made a point to switch up his bullying strategies every day, sometimes it was

insults, sometimes it was wedgies, sometimes both. He usually left Roman alone and went straight for

Graham, probably because he was such an easy target.

“Yes. You told me this yesterday Sean.” Graham responded.

Sean continued, “If anyone here could be a spy it would be me. Not the nerd standing next to

me.”

Roman could see where he was coming from. Sean wasn’t that bright but he was athletic. He

was built like a bull, with broad shoulders and always wore a tank top that showed o� his biceps. He

excelled at nearly every sport he played.
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Samuel walked up from behind Roman. “Come on Sean, leave him alone. Graham could be

just as good a spy as you. He’s de�nitely the smartest guy in school, although,” he paused pretending to

be deep in thought, “ neither of you could be as good as me. Out of all of us I am de�nitely the next

James Bond.”

Graham stared at Sam. “I could be a better spy than you Sam! I am great with computers. I

could make all the gadgets I would need on missions and I could hack into the enemy computers.”

“With your P.E grade you would need a lot more than just a few gadgets to make you a good

spy!” Sean cracked. Graham got very quiet.

“Who do you think the best spy would be, Simon?” Sam asked.

Roman looked to Sam, then to Graham, and �nally Sean. Out of all of them Sam seemed like

the most likely candidate, he was intelligent, persuasive, athletic. But Roman thought that he might as

well answer honestly. “I would de�nitely be a better spy than all of you.” Although he didn’t want to

be. Not anymore. He had left that life in New Delhi, and didn’t plan on going back.

There were a few yah rights and no ways before Graham looked at his watch. “Hey, guys. We

need to get into class.”

First period started di�erently, Mr. Sherman the history teacher stood up and introduced a

new student. He sat down and a girl walked in. Everyone’s jaws dropped at the same time. She was

gorgeous, she had light brown hair tied in a single braid hanging down her neck. She looked as though

she was a mixture of every race in the world and didn’t look more like one than any other. She wore a

light pink sweater, jeans, and �at shoes. She introduced herself as Amilia Avery and she was from Los
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Angeles, California, and loved riding horses. While everyone was paying heavy attention to her look

Roman could feel his face go red in annoyance. He barely remained composed. “I’m here to visit my

cousin for a little while. There he is over there,” the new girl was saying, as she pointed at Roman. “Hi,

Simon!”

###

“What are you doing here!” Roman exploded on his “cousin”. They were in Roman’s dorm

room so that they could talk in private. Romans' room was a space about the size of a walk-in closet,

�lled with a desk, a small dresser, and his bed. They were both sitting on Romans bed.

“I found out where my brother was hiding after 5 months. I wanted to see how you’re doing,”

she responded.

Roman was infuriated, he was barely keeping it together. “Does dad know where I am?”

“No. I �gured you would be happier with just me.”

It was true. The last person he wanted to see then was his father, who had put him in the

spying business to begin with. The person who had pushed him to be the best, without asking how he

felt about it. “You know I didn’t want to be found by anyone. So why did you really �nd me, Brittney?

You're on orders aren't you.”

Brittney smiled. “At least you're not rusty.”

“Don’t remind me.”

Thump. Thump. Thump. “Hey, Roman! Can we come in?”

“Now’s not a good time,” Roman responded, planting his face in his hands.
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“It’s important! Come on, let us in!”

Roman glanced at Brittney, who nodded. “Fine, come in.”

The door burst open and Sean, Graham, and Sam walked in. “What do you guys want?”

Roman asked.

“We wanted to welcome your cousin to the school,” Sean said with a large grin.

“Thank you all so much,” Brittney said.

“We don’t really have time for this right now guys. Amilia has to go to her dorm room to get

unpacked before breakfast tomorrow.” Roman said.

“Simon’s right. We were just �nishing up our conversation and then I was going to head to my

room,” Brittney agreed.

“Oh, ok,” they all responded.

On the way out the door Sean turned around. “Well when you start unpacking �nd me and I’ll

be sure to come and help you out.”

“Of course.”

After they left the room Roman and Brittney waited until they knew they were far enough

away not to hear. “Whatever it is, I am not doing it,” Roman said.

“I have orders to bring you in against your will if needed,” Brittney responded.

“As of �ve months ago I am retired,” Roman argued.

“Five months ago you shot me with a tranquilizer dart and deserted. I’m still a little annoyed by

the whole dart thing by the way.”
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Roman shrugged. “I thought shooting you was fun. And does it really matter? They wouldn’t

have let me retire if I had asked. Not while I’m a Drake. Or alive. And I didn’t feel like faking my own

death. Although that would have been more e�ective. Live and learn I guess.”

“We leave �rst thing in the morning, before anyone is awake,” Brittney said.

“You mean that you leave �rst thing in the morning. I will be transferring tomorrow night. I

need time to get a new name and erase my information from the school database,” Roman said.

“You don’t get a say in this. Everything is in order. You won’t exist at this school in six hours.

We will take a car to a safe house a few miles away for the brie�ng. You don’t get to say no. The mission

we need you for is priority alpha-1.”

Roman startled at this, priority alpha-1 could only be called on by a handful of the highest

ranking o�cials in the spying world getting together and voting unanimously on it in person. It’s big.

Roman had only read about priority alpha-1, the last time it was placed on a mission was at the end of

WWII, the “suicide” of Hitler. But the fact that alpha-1 had been engaged just made Roman more

reluctant to go. “I will not be a part of it. I am retired.”

“Your 15. You can retire when you’re 60,” Brittney responded.

“You do that, I’m done with that life.”

“You can’t do that and you know it. Josh is gone and you’re Dad’s little prodigy. When are you

just going to accept it?”

“I have no plans to ever accept it,” Roman was getting annoyed now. He walked over to open

the door, signaling to Brittney that the conversation was over.
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Once Brittney was out of the room Roman �opped on his bed. He was exhausted from dealing

with his sister. He would have to wake up shortly before Brittney came to collect him and disappear.

But he ended up lying awake in bed thinking over his situation.

He thought of his life �ve months ago. Waking up at 5am to complete his twelve hours of

required training a day. Constantly trying to improve himself physically and mentally. It was like

Roman was forced to go to a job and work overtime while also going to school and serving as a marine.

He didn’t have any time to have fun other than just after he completed a mission, he would usually

have a few hours to explore wherever he had been working. He had been his father’s secret weapon,

when all he wanted was some down time. “Winners don’t take breaks. And Drakes are the ultimate

winners.” His father’s words rang in his ears. After free time, going undercover was the next best thing.

He got to be someone else who didn’t have to work so hard every single day. It was his only really

escape. And this had been his deepest cover outing yet, and he wasn’t on assignment, and he wasn’t

going back.

About an hour before Brittney was going to try and collect him, Roman heard footsteps. His

�rst thought was that Brittney decided to come get him early but he knew his sister's footsteps. There

were six people. Roman could tell from how light there footsteps were that they were well trained,

similar to a team of green berets. Roman grabbed a bag from under his bed, silently crept over and

opened his window, and started to climb down the side of the building. The dormitory was three

stories high. Roman’s room was on the top �oor, and the climb down was di�cult. The dormitory was

made of red bricks and there were very few obvious hand and foot holds. Even so Roman was making
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incredible time, he had practiced the climb dozens of times over the last few months just for this kind

of situation. He was still 10 feet o� the ground when he heard the men enter his room. They were

speaking Mnong, not a very common language, although it seemed like that was the point. Roman

could speak a little Mnong, it was a useful language for spies and spies in training to learn as it wasn’t

commonly used outside of the relatively small area where the language originated. “Where’s the boy?!”

One man said in Mnong.

“The windows open!” another responded.

Quietly Roman transferred over to a short lea�ess tree and swang down to the ground like an

ape. Landing silently he retreated into the shadows in between some tall ferns and the dormitory. The

men looked out the window seeing nothing they turned back to Roman’s dorm room. Roman had got

into the habit of wearing dark camou�age pajamas in 3rd grade and never grown out of it. He would

be a ghost and disappear before they even got out of the building. Roman �gured that Brittney would

be �ne as she had the same training as him, minus a few self taught lessons. Quietly, Roman exited his

place in the shadows. When he passed by the dormitory entrance it creaked open. “Simon what are you

doing!” It was Graham.

The intruder's footsteps started coming toward the entrance, fast. Roman was thrown o�

guard. He had been focusing on the intruders footsteps and hadn’t been listening for any 3rd party

noise. Graham asked again, “what are you doing, Simon!”
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Roman cringed at how badly this was going. He grabbed Grahams arm and tried to pull him

along with him but Graham resisted. “I asked you what you are doing Simon! I saw you climbing

down the side of the building from my room. Don’t deny it!”

“I don’t have time for this Graham. Come with me or we will both be in trouble,” Roman

urged.

“Not until you tell me what you are doing!”

“Yah, what are you doing?”

Roman looked up to the doorway. It was Sam and Sean. Roman cringed again. Graham hadn’t

been yelling, but he also hadn’t been quiet and those two had dorms right next to the dormitory

entrance. The footsteps of the intruders were getting closer. “All three of you need to come with me

right now!” Roman said.

“Why?” Sean snorted.

“Is dead a good response?! Because that’s what you're going to be in 2 minutes if you don’t

follow right behind me.” With that, Roman turned around and ran towards the edge of the school.

When Roman looked back all three of them were following. The panic in Romans eyes had

convinced them that he wasn’t kidding. At the edge of the school there was a ten foot tall wall, made of

the same red brick. Roman hit the wall running and was to the top before the others even made it to

the bottom. “Sean and Sam, you guys push Graham up to me. Then Sean will give Sam a boost and I’ll

help him up, then Sam and I will pull Sean over.”

“Wait a second! We still don’t know what’s going on here!” Graham argued.
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“Who cares! We’re leaving school. Isn’t that enough to do it.” Sean said.

“No!” Graham said.

Roman looked at the dormitory. The men were coming towards them now. Attracted by their

talking. It wouldn’t be long until they were on top of them. “You see those guys over there. They have

guns. Now, do you want to climb the wall or talk with them,” Roman said.

The three of them looked stund. “H-h-how do you know that they have guns?” Graham asked.

“Educated guess,” Roman responded, “They broke into the school and my room, covered in

black. I felt it was safe to assume that they had guns. Also, it would just be dumb not to.” Roman slid a

pistol of his own out of his bag to prove his point.

Graham’s eyes went wide. “Fair enough...”

Sean and Sam boosted Graham up and Roman helped him over the top,etting him drop into

the bushes on the other side. Next came Sam, although instead of going over the side of the wall

Roman grabbed a rope and tossed one end down to Sean. Then he and Sam jumped over the other side

of the wall, grabbed the rope, and started pulling with their body weight. After a few seconds Sean

appeared at the top of the wall and a �ashlight shone on Sean as he jumped down. “Over here,” one of

the men said in Mnong.

“Follow me!” Roman whispered. Then he started down the winding streets of London.

They were making good progress, every time their pursuers got close enough to get a shot

through the darkness Roman would lead them down an alley or parallel street. But they couldn’t keep

up this game of cat and mouse. Graham looked like he was going to hurl. They would be caught and
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most likely killed in a matter of minutes if they didn’t pick up the pace, or unless their pursuers slowed

theirs. “In here!” Roman said as he turned towards an old run down bar. The door was locked but

Roman kicked it o� its partially rotted hinges. He ran behind the counter. “Start smashing the bottles.

The higher the alcohol percentage the better.”

Sean and Roman started throwing bottles on the ground all around the bar. “Shouldn’t we

keep running!” Sam yelled.

“No. And keep your voice down,” Roman whispered.

“You aren’t doing what I think you're doing?!” Graham whispered.

Roman showed him a lighter in his other hand. “No! That’s suicide!” Graham protested.

“It is if we don’t have a way out.”

“We don’t! You said it yourself, these guys are smart! They probably have this place surrounded

already!” Graham was panicking, looking at Roman like he was insane.

“De�nitely. We aren't getting out through traditional means.”

“What do you mean?” Graham asked.

“Start smashing bottles and I will handle the exit!” Roman said.

Graham still looked hesitant, but Sam and Sean were going strong and liquor was pooling on

the �oor. Roman took a metal container from his bag. Inside was blue gel. Roman set to work

smearing a generous layer of the gel in the outline of a small door on the wall. Then came the men, 3 of

them came in from the front door and 4 from the back of the bar. They were huge. All of them were

over 6 foot and armed with a pistol with a long suppressor on the barrel, which made sense for a stealth
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mission. Roman grabbed two bottles from Sam and through them at the two in the lead. Then he

clicked the lighter and lit the gel on the wall. The gel seemed to absorb the �ame, and where the small

�ame had touched the gel turned a bright orange that quickly spread in along the arc of the gel. Then

the wall inside the gel arc collapsed, charred at the edges. Leaving a small doorway. Sean, Graham, and

Sam ran through the new door. As Roman turned to go through last, he lit the �ame again and

dropped it into the liquor that had pooled on the �oor. The lighter seemed to fall in slow motion.

Roman could see the eyes of the attackers widen as they realized what he had done. He had missed this

part of the job, normal life seemed terribly boring compared to this, yet, boring was exactly what he had

been looking for. Roman emerged from the bar with a tsunami of heat and �re roaring behind him. He

led them down the street as the bar collapsed in a blizzard of red and gray snow.
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Science Fiction and Fantasy

Elsewhere by Tallin Rivers

In the evening, on the �fth day of Spring, Ron decided to run away.

It was the nail in the co�n of a particularly bad week. It had been a harsh winter, and the Inn

was in disarray. With the wave of springtime merchants only a few weeks away, Ron’s Aunt was

strained to the point of rage. But she could not punish the harsh winter, or the rapidly dwindling time

she had to spruce up the small establishment. She could punish the children though.

There were many harsh moments the past few days, but the �nal straw was earlier that evening,

when she threw a bottle at Zima. Ron’s little sister was trying to organize the chairs around the

common room’s eating tables. She tugged a bit too much, and scu�ed the �oor. The Aunt, who was

stocking the storage, came out, cursed at the girl, and let �y the latest delivery of wine. She missed the

child, thank whichever god who cared to listen, but she did order Ron to clean the broken glass. She

did not bat an eye when the boy slashed his hand open.

Later, when the Aunt had gone to bed, Ron cleaned and bandaged his hand. It shouldn’t hurt

too much, so long as he kept it still. As he did this, Zima was in the corner, with her legs curled up,

watching a beetle scamper across the �oor. That was when Ron told her his decision.
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“We should leave.” He said bluntly, still wincing from the sting of his hand.

Zima’s tuft of raven hair �opped back as she looked at him. “... But it’s dark.”

“Yeah, that’s why we should leave.” He replied, “She’s an old bat, she can’t chase us when she

can’t see.”

“But how do we get out? She locks the doors.”

“The old window by the kitchen. It’s very squeaky, but if we’re really quiet-“

Zima immediately turned and started to tip-toe to the kitchen, but Ron grabbed her hand.

“Wait! We need some food �rst.”

It did not take long to scrounge together a large bundle of snacks, there were plenty of pastries

and other goods from the week’s deliveries. Stu�ng the snacks -along with an extra set of clothes and

blankets for both of them- into a big linen sack, Ron crept slowly through the dark inn, his skinny feet

carefully avoiding the boards which tended to creak. Like a mischievous housecat he slinked his way to

the kitchen, where the old window stood crooked in the wall.

The window had been busted for as long as Ron could remember. It’s hinges were rusted and

weak, easily jostled free, but also impeccably noisy. They would have to be very careful, and very slow.

The pair worked together to tug the window free. Back and forth their little hands pushed and

pulled, painstakingly loosening the rusted hinges until the window unexpectedly sprung free with a

pop. The children froze, not even daring to breathe as they strained their ears, listening. A moment

passed. Silence. They were safe.
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Ron hoisted Zima through the window �rst. She was far lighter, and landed on the damp earth

outside with nothing more than a soft padding noise. Next was the sack. Ron heard Zima grunt as she

caught the large bundle of goods, but she managed to stop it from spilling out onto the ground. Now

it was Ron’s turn. He took a breath, and gingerly hoisted himself up through the opening; the silence

was shattered as his foot struck the window.

The high pitched reeeeeeee of the hinges echoed through the inn like a deranged war horn. Ron

did not freeze to listen this time. He leapt without hesitation, striking the earth below with a harsh

thwump. He was already up and running before he heard his Aunt’s infuriated screams.

With the sack in one hand and Zima’s skinny arm in the other, Ron tore his way down the

worn cobblestone street. Past the butcher’s stall still smelling of dried blood, and around the

blacksmith’s shop with a still-glowing forge—they skirted around the light as quickly and quietly as

possible, afraid the smith may be working late. They ran through the now-vacant market, past the

stone mason’s home, and into the outskirts of the village, where cobblestone turned to bare earth. Ron

saw the glow of a watchman’s lantern in the corner of his eye, but he did not turn to look. Instead he

kept running until they reached the very edge of town, where the stables were. They snaked their way

through stalls and piles of hay —much to the irritation of several sleeping horses—, ducked under a

hole in a fence, and hurtled into an empty space.

The silence returned, even the children’s own panicked breathing seeming to fade as they sailed

across a small �eld, a strip of barren land between the village and the wood. In the scarce moonlight,

the forest was a wall of green shadow. A towering, twisting barrier of hunched-over trunks and
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whispering leaves. For a split second, Ron was afraid they would slam into that wall, as if it were solid.

But before he could slow, Zima tripped forwards. Ron, his hand still clutching hers, was pulled after

her, and they both tumbled that �nal step into the wood. It was not solid, and they were swallowed by

the green.

With a chorus of snapping branches and a series of harsh thuds the siblings tumbled down,

down, down, as if falling into a great overgrown abyss. More thuds, more branches, until �nally �at

ground met them, and the children rolled to a dizzying stop. The �rst thing Ron did was reach for

Zima’s hand. She was there, she was ok.

Sitting up with a groan, Ron blinked repeatedly until his eyes adjusted to the low moonlight.

To his surprise, the fall looked far shorter than it felt. Rather than an abyss, the two were only at the

bottom of a small hollow, moss blanketing the dampened earth. Next to him, Zima sat up too, drawing

her knees to her chest as she curled up instinctively, her bright eyes darting around the forest anxiously.

After a moment of silence and gradually slowing heartbeats, the little sister spoke, “Where do

we go now?”

The reality hit Ron like a charging horse. They couldn’t crawl out of the hollow, and go back

to the inn, their Aunt would have their heads. But if not back, then where?

“Maybe we can go back to Papa?” Asked Zima, as if reading her brother’s thoughts.

“Of course not.” He replied quickly, “He’s still very sick, it’s why we had to live with that hag

in the �rst place. He’d just send us back to her.”
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“Then where!?” Zima said a bit too loudly. She was stubborn, but Ron could hear her young

voice beginning to break. “It’s dark out here! All I see are trees and trees and more trees. We’ll get lost!”

“We won’t get lost. The woods aren’t that big.” Even as Ron said the words he was already

doubting it. Zima was right, there seemed to be nothing but trees ahead of them. Immense, twisting

trunks drowning in curtains of moss, branches clawing out towards the sky, forever upwards. It

puzzled Ron a bit. Even looking at them from across the �eld, he hadn’t thought they were that tall.

It didn’t matter. Zima was visibly worried, and Ron needed to have a plan for her. He pressed

his hands against his head and tried to think of where to go. The bandage on his hand had loosened

from the fall, and it stung, but he couldn’t focus on the pain right now. If not back to Papa, then where

could they go? The only road out of town led towards- yes, towards the city.

“We should go and get Paris.” Ron a�rmed.

Zima twisted her eyebrows in an exaggerated manner. “But he left! He went to be a soldier.”

“But �rst he has to learn to be one.” The memory came back to Ron, one Zima was too young

to remember. Of his older brother standing proudly in the doorway, a sword-belt ringing his tunic and

a gleaming helmet held under one arm. “Everyone in the academy gets a helmet.” He had said before he

climbed into a wagon full of other young boys. “Your head’s the best thing you got, you need to keep it

safe.”

“The academy is in the city, where the road goes.” Ron explained, “But we can’t go on the road

yet, the bat will send the watch to �nd us, they’ll catch us and send us back. So we’ll walk through the
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woods a bit, and get back on the road where it crosses the stream. We’ll be far enough away then, it’ll be

safe.”

Zima was already on her feet. She was weird that way, completely accepting his ideas the

moment he explained it; it didn’t matter if the explanation was good or not. As she marched

con�dently o� into the army of trees, Ron took her little hand, and veered her in the right direction.

It should have been very dark beneath the canopy, but the moon had started to glow bright

shortly after their trek began. Surprisingly bright. It wasn’t very hard to traverse the forest �oor either.

There were very few bushes to push through, the ground was mostly moss and the snake-like roots of

giant trees. And they were indeed giant trees, seeming to get bigger and bigger the more they walked.

Ron didn’t think any trees grew so large around the village. He knew they didn’t. Yet here they were.

As much as the boy wanted to stop and puzzle over this mystery, he knew they couldn’t. They

needed to get across the stream before too long. There was no time for mysteries or games.

Ron felt something prickly poke his cheek. He slowed, and looked around. Nothing.

“What is it?” Asked Zima, still a�xed to his hand.

“I thought-“ As Ron tilted his head to look up, he felt another prod. Looking down he saw a

thin little stick on the ground where it wasn’t before, right next to Zima’s shoes. Putting two and two

together, Ron smirked.

“You little rat!” He exclaimed, picking up the twig and poking Zima in the belly. His sister

immediately began to giggle.

“What was that for?”
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“You aren’t fooling me now!”the boy snickered, poking her again. Zima tried to protest, but

her words were swallowed up by her own giggles as brightness leapt into her eyes. She scuttled around

until she found her own stick, and the duel commenced.

Ideas of vengeful aunts or dark forests left the minds of the children as they played. As their

sticks cracked and scratched against each other they pieced together their narrative, shouting out new

chapters every so often. First Zima was the mysterious witch in the woods, and Ron was the dashing

huntsman looking for the lost princess. But then Zima wanted to be the princess, so Ron became the

evil knight who wanted to take her kingdom. But knights should not be evil, so Ron became a good

knight, like their brother Paris was going to be. Their brother, who they needed to �nd. They needed

to stop playing.

Before Ron could say this, he felt another prod. Not from Zima, from behind him. He turned

and looked, but saw nothing. When he turned back his sister was darting around a tree, laughing

happily.

“Zima wait! We need to keep moving!” Ron shouted as he lunged after her. He peered around

the tree, she was not there. He looked around another tree, and another. Still, no Zima. He felt another

prod, and heard a giggle, but not Zima’s voice. He turned around once, twice. He heard a fern rustle to

his right, so he started to run in that direction. More laughter, Zima’s? Someone else’s? Another prod,

but he ignored this one, and kept running, looking. “Zima! The game’s over!”

“No.”
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Something hard and sharp slammed into Ron’s leg, sending him tumbling through the mossy

�oor. Seething he clutched at his freshly bruised knee, staring confusedly at the rock which had struck

him. That strange giggle came again, and he saw a sparkle. Some sort of glimmer passing between the

trees. A green glimmer. In front of him, then to his left, then above. It was random, bizarre. It kept

giggling. Then it spoke.

“Name?”

Ron took a moment to �nd his voice. He’d been told stories about lights in the woods, but he

had assumed Papa was just making things up. “W-what?”

“Name?” The glimmer repeated. “Your name? You have a name?”

“My name?”

“Yes! Your name! What’s your name? What’s your name?”

“Don’t tell him.” Another voice whispered from the trees.

Ron rolled over, and saw a second glimmer, this one yellow. It repeated its whisper.

“Don’t tell him. Say nothing.”

“Stop it.” Sneered the green glimmer.

“He doesn’t like you.” Whispered the yellow one. “He wants power over you. Names give power.

Say nothing.”

“I said stop it.” Growled Green.

“You stop it.” Snapped Yellow. “They’re just children.”

“They’ll grow, that’s bad. They’ll be bad.”
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“Not always.”

“Let them play.”

“This is not a game.”

“ITS MY GAME.” Green suddenly shrieked, so loud Ron had to cover his ears. His bandage

was gone from his hand now, and it stung horribly. Green’s light exploded into ghastly brilliance, and

like a bolt of lightning it roared past Ron, chasing Yellow o� into the trees. He could have sworn he saw

a face in the light, and clenched �sts. But it didn’t matter, he had to �nd his sister.

Ron leapt to his feet. His knee ached, but he could still run. And ran he did, shouting, begging

for his sister to come out. The trees were impossibly tall now. He couldn’t look behind all of them. He

wished Paris was here. He remembered what he had said to him, before he left, “Your head’s the best

thing you got.”

A whisper from the trees; “Think, boy.”

Ron stopped running. Zima didn’t run when she was scared, she hid. She curled up into a ball

and buried herself into corners. Like under the roots of a tree.

The boy walked around a few more trees, slowly, looking down rather than forwards. Within a

couple moments, he found his sister, curled up in a ball under some roots. She was crying silently.

“I want to go home.” She sni�ed.

Ron kneeled, and took her hands in his. He didn’t feel the sting. “Then let’s go �nd home.”

“Is it ok to come out? She said to wait until it was ok.”

“She?”
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There was a glimmer in the trees, and Ron’s head swung around fearfully. But his fear turned

to relief. The glimmer, the �gure, was yellow, and she was pointing o� towards the right, where Ron

could hear the distant trickle of a stream.

He looked at his sister, and squeezed her hands, “Yeah, it’s ok.”

Hand in hand, they walked through the moss-laden forest. The trees grew smaller and smaller,

until they reached the shallow stream. They crossed it carefully, turned left, pushed through a wall of

snapping branches, and onto a wide dirt road. On the horizon, over a distant hill, Ron could barely see

the lights of a far-o� city’s walls, where his brother was learning to be a good knight. Like what Ron

was learning to be for Zima. He smiled.

“Let’s go �nd home.”

What Lies Below by Ryan Carrell

It was still that one stormy day in the middle of the ocean. The rain beat against the large ship

like bullets and on the stern of the ship, the “experts” launched overboard. All four of them sink deeper

and deeper towards the crushing and dark depths of the sea-�oor. The light fades as the sense of touch

is lost to the endless �owing current of the sea and as they sway, they get tugged back to center by the

giant cables and tubes connected to the tank.
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“25,000 meters! Say whatever it is you need to say before the comms get cut-o�!” Derek’s voice

rang out over their suit’s speakers. As all went completely dark and the radios cut out they just

continued to free fall further.

“Check, check. You guys there? Hey, can you hear me?” Brock’s stuttering and nervous voice

cracked over the radios as the sea�oor came into view. They all landed on the sandy �oor kicking up

clouds of sand. Their suit lights �ickered back to life too as they all looked around at each other to

check if they were there.

“Alright then, radios and lights are back. Roll call! I’ll go �rst, Don is ready and raring to go!”

Don spoke up �rst waving his large arms in the heavy diving suit.

“Collins, present. Now let’s �nd the crash.” Ms Collins’ voice cut through the radios with her

classic unimpressed voice but there was de�nitely a sense of excitement at the idea of �nally seeing what

crashed.

“And we already know that Brock is here, but here I am.” Derek raised his hand as he slowly

waded through the water and grabbed the cables from the back of his suit to keep walking forward.

“So where is this giant UFO? Is it even really a UFO or were you two losing your minds when

you were down here.” Don chuckled to himself as he gestured to Ms Collins and Derek.

The crew came over a hill of sand as they then came face to face with a large unnatural looking

ravine. It had large, smooth looking groves and carvings that followed a diagonal trail down to the

bottom of the ravine. The crew looked down the ravine to see a pile of sand covering something

re�ective at the far end of the ravine.
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“Holy… I don’t. It looks… wow ok. Ummm yeah that has to be at least like 18, maybe 19

meters deep. And considering the damage it caused to the sea �oor. This thing could have carved

Ireland in two if it didn’t hit the water �rst.” Don had his gloves running along the top of his helmet as

if he was trying to run his �ngers through his hair.

“I mean, that is de�nitely an exaggeration but yes, if it wasn’t for the ocean slowing its descent

then it would have caused severe damage.” Ms Collins counted and tapped her �ngers as if she was

trying to calculate what the speed would have had to be.

Derek almost immediately jumped over the cli� as he began to slowly descend to the bottom of

the ravine. Since everyone’s suits are connected by one large oxygen tank and rebreather they all got

pulled down too, screaming all the way. They all landed slowly and safely, kicking up more sand and

dust.

“What is your problem man? We could have all died!” Brock’s voice cracked as it screamed over

the mic, his arms �ailing around in anger. He then grabbed Derek by the shoulders and shook him,

trying to get him to look at him as he yelled. But Derek was frozen, staring down the end of the ravine

at that silvery mass.

“Hey are you even listening to us? Why would you jump down without telling us? What’s

wrong with you, look at us!” Now Ms Collins was yelling at Derek and trying to get his attention until

she stopped and saw it too.
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Small crumb-sized pieces of metal began to rise from the sand and clouds of sediment began to

stick to their suits. They now all stood in fear as the small pieces of silvery metal started rolling and

�oating towards them.

“Do you have any idea-uhhhhhh? What the? Magnetic sediment? Weird, there isn’t anything

down here that could magnetize the metal components of… sand.” Brock’s voice �nally settled down as

he looked at the large mass to see that the pile of sand covering it was also covered in these bits and

chunks of sand and metal.

“Oh ho ho! It’s magnetic! Oh man, do you get how huge this is! This is crazy! That has got to

be the reason our suits and submarines didn’t work once they hit 25,000 meters, the magnetic �eld

screwed with everything.” Brock’s voice turned from fear and confusion to that of excitement like

some kid on Christmas with all his presents in hand.

As they moved closer to the mass, it was clear that a lot of it was submerged in the �oor and

walls of the trench. Brock was collecting as much of the magnetic sand as possible into one giant ball as

they walked. There was no life down in the trench except for the crew, and there was no light except for

the �oodlights on the suits illuminating a cone down the trench’s corridor-like structure. The crew

didn’t speak a single word to each other as they walked, the tension and questions they had among

them kept growing as they got closer and closer.

“Alright. Let’s get a quick refresher. Hired by the government individually because we are

supposedly expendable, and we �nd out there is something alien at the ocean. Next we are thrust into

the trench of a crashed UFO that was moving so fast that it cut the ocean �oor, creating a perfect little
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space for it to sit and magnetize sand. Anything I left out miss perfectionist?” Don’s sarcasm cut the

tension as he was very obviously trying to �nd a way to make light of the situation. He turned to Ms

Collins, trying to get some con�rmation and reassurance of what was going on.

“Yes, everything there seems to be in order in that summarization. If Brock’s magnetism theory,

which is the only logical answer we have so far, is right then that would explain a lot more things.

Magnetic based space travel would de�nitely be e�cient and explain how they could move so fast even

after entering earth’s atmosphere and hitting the ocean. There are still a lot of questions we need

answered but I would say that the main ones are, what is this made of, what allowed for it to move with

magnetism, and is this thing hollow?” Ms Collins kept her eyes down so that she wouldn’t be

distracted by the rest of the crew looking at her in fear.

They reached the mass’ surface and it didn’t even have a single scratch or dent from the crash.

The whole thing seemed dome-like in shape and it was completely smooth and shiny. When Derek put

his hand on it, it seemed to hold the glove of the suit down to the surface.

“Jeez, this thing really is magnetic! I can’t get it o�!” Derek tried to pull the glove o� but he

couldn’t seem to get it away from the surface.

The metal began to distort and bend like rubber as Derek’s hand began to sink into its surface.

It wrapped around his arm, further and further.

“Gah! I can’t pull my hand away! It feels like some weird clay wrapping around me!” Derek

pulled as hard as he possibly could on his arm and he even resorted to putting his feet up against the
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wall to pull with more leverage. With that move it pulled his feet in too. Everyone was pulling on him

now, being sure to not touch its surface.

“What the? It’s hollow! There is actually something in here!” Derek stopped struggling as the

wall pulled him in. As he disappeared behind the wall his oxygen cables began to get pulled in too.

“Okay. We’re good. We’re good. It eats you alive, but it's hollow.” Brock was starting to

hyperventilate, and he was trying his best to rationalize the situation. While the others were freaking

out and trying to calm each other down, the combined oxygen tank slid by them and began to get

pulled into the mass as well. After it came through the wall it began to pull in the other cables too.

“Guys! I think that we might be paying Derek a little visit!” Ms Collins pulled on her cables

trying to stop them from getting pulled in, the other guys tried too but they were all pulled into the

elastic feeling walls.

“Are you guys alright? I have been trying to reach you but I don’t think that our radios work

inside this thing. I also had to disconnect the oxygen tank from the ship or else our only source of back

up would be down here too.” Derek’s glasses wearing face was looming over the others with his helmet

o� and his oxygen cables removed from the back of his suit.

“Dude your helmet! You’re gonna die! And you got rid of our only way out of here? What’s

gotten into you today?” Don’s worry was quite evident as he got up quickly and began to try and get

Derek’s suit back to him.

“Stop that! Look at Derek’s face, it still has its normal pale look to it. He isn’t losing any air and

his face hasn’t been deformed by the pressure change of the structure, we can take our suits o� now as
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well.” Ms Collins removed her heavy helmet while she spoke, and after she did her red hair exploded

into a giant ball. She tied her hair back into a ponytail and put her thin rectangular glasses back on.

Brock eagerly pulled the suit o� of his gentle giant like frame, and he stood tall as he did some

breathing exercises. Don reluctantly took the suit o� and stretched his square, bodybuilder looking

arms and legs. They took the �oodlights o� of the suits helmets and looked around the quiet and dark

halls. Every step they took echoed around in the metal tunnels, and every single breath they took made

a little cloud in front of them. The tunnels were about 11 feet tall and 10 feet wide, making long metal

tubes that snaked through-out the structure.

“Where are we going? I mean for being a group of professional scientists, we are de�nitely

making a terrible choice by walking aimlessly through the halls of an alien UFO without any

equipment to defend ourselves or properly study the stupid thing. This thing is cold and dark and we

have no way to get back now, so what should we do?” Don spoke very bluntly, and he gave o� this

feeling of loss, like he already knew they were in some kind of no-win situation.

“It’s pretty simple actually. We �nd our way to their control room and… then we just �nd a

way to get ourselves to the surface. Maybe by turning o� the magnetic �eld, and using our radios? I

don’t really know but at least if we die down here, we will be remembered for our sacri�ce for the

betterment of science.” Derek just kept walking, looking at all the smooth and re�ective walls as he

spoke. No one knew where they were going, but they really didn’t have a choice but to keep moving

forward and �nd another way. Don carried the tank and one suit, and Brock trailed behind them all

with the three other suits as he tried to grab the dragging cables.
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“This is interesting. All metal interior and exterior, and look at the size of these hallways,

whatever �ew it was huge. If we don’t �nd the pilots, we have to at least �nd the engine. I need to see

how they mastered magnetic space travel.” Brock still seemed excited even though his voice was shaking

and his face was pale.

They �nally reached a large open dome area, where the tunnels then split into many di�erent

directions. At the center there was a tall, maybe 6 foot, pedestal with a strange six �ngered handprint

on it.

“Well look at that. Brock was right, large pilots. I am going to guess that this thing works just

like in the movies. You put your hand on it.” Derek walked towards it and climbed up the thin pole

part of the pedestal like he was in some kind of military boot camp. When he slapped his hand on the

handprint, it began to glow and the center circle of the dome began to glow. It then separated and the

circular section began to �oat up towards the ceiling, which split apart to let the elevator pass. The

room that the elevator stopped on was another dome like room but this one was full of panels, buttons

and symbols. The major thing was that it had a see-through ceiling and a perfect view of the inky

blackness of the sea�oor.

“A control room with a glass roof. I can’t tell if that is really cool or absolutely terrifying.

Maybe we can actually get a message out?” Don’s cool seemed to have come back as he tried to �nd a

way to laugh at their insane discoveries.

“We wouldn’t be able to get a message out considering none of us understand alien languages,

and we honestly got really lucky with that whole cliche hand elevator thing. What we can do is �nd a
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way to study this technology while back up comes to get us because by now they will have noticed that

the rebreather tank isn’t connected anymore. Hopefully that will be enough for them to come down to

get us.” Ms Collins adjusted her glasses as she looked around and ran her �ngers along the engraved

surfaces of the panels.

“Holy crap. This’ll de�nitely put us on the map for sure.” Derek had gone around the other

side of the panels and stopped staring down at the �oor. Laying there was a large skeleton with many

large rib cage looking bones sprawling out and a pair of long human-like arms with six slender �ngers.

The head was similar to that of a hammerhead shark but it had three eyes on each side of its head, with

a single row of sharp teeth. Its jaw was unhinged and its left arm bones were laying in a pile as if it’s arm

was angled up before the bones fell apart into a pile.

“Wow this thing is intricate. Look at the formation of these bones, just like a snake, so it had

many octopus-like arms but they actually had structure to them, and with these arms they could

de�nitely grab things like humans with their opposable thumbs. And this skull, it's pretty large

meaning that they had large and complex brains like humans, explaining why they could get this far

from their home. Seems they were reaching for something before their untimely demise.” Derek was

pointing out and shining his �ashlight at the skeleton as he analyzed the speci�cs of the alien.

“Poor way to go out. I mean it seems really painful to burn to death.” Ms Collins was now

squatting over the corpse and pointing out di�erent scoring and ash marks on the �oor.

“Woah, woah, woah. It burned to death? In an indestructible disk of unknown metal?

Wouldn’t you think it would survive with all this advanced technology and equipment?” Don looked
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at Ms Collins, seemingly upset that she would suggest that an advanced civilization would die from

something like that.

“Well �ying at that speed with magnetic propulsion and entering the earth’s gravitational pull

would most de�nitely alter its course and get it dragged into the earth’s atmosphere. And as everyone

knows when you enter the atmosphere at high speeds you will begin to burn up. So yes the ship has

survived because of what it is made of but hitting that temperature in a totally metal ship with no

insulation would turn an advanced piece of hardware like this into an oven for anything inside. Judging

by what Derek said about it trying to reach for something, that would mean that this panel in

particular is important.” Ms Collins went full nerd as she felt around the ship’s walls and panels,

knocking on them every so often to check for a di�erence in sound. She then came over to the panel

that the skeleton was laying next to. She felt around until she found some bumps like those on braille

pages and she pressed them.

There was a quiet clanking and then a low rumble like some kind of bellow out of a growling

animal. The entire room began to shake as the sand covering part of the glass dome was shaken o�. The

control room sprung to life as everything was �lled with a bright turquoise light and all the panels had

holographic pages and diagrams springing up from them. The center console of the room displayed a

perfect replica of the rugged sea�oor with the whole trench beside it. The display showed the rest of the

UFO’s shape beneath the rock and the portion that they had explored seemed to only be a small

section and they were in fact walking on top of part of the UFO when they were in the trench. The

entire room shook again with a guttural bellowing noise coming from below in the hallways. Everyone
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was pulled down by a feeling of increasing gravity and only Ms Collins was able to support herself on

the panels, everyone was pulled down onto the �oor struggling to get up. The sea�oor covering the

UFO cracked and was pulled apart as the UFO pulled itself free and began to rise to the ocean surface.

“Sir, we have yet to make any sort of contact with the crew. While it seems that they were

attacked by something, we can clearly see that the main tube was disconnected manually and not

pulled apart, meaning they did this willingly.” An FBI agent in a tailored suit turned his attention from

his monitor over to a much larger agent.

“I have no idea why they would separate the tank from the ship, at this point the rebreather will

lose power and any sort of lead could be lost. Get me a line with headquarters, and try to run some

ways we could save them, or at least whatever is left.” The head agent lifted his sunglasses to rub his

eyes as he spoke. He began to walk out of the room before an alarm blared.

“What the hell? Something huge is coming right for us!” The agent sitting at the monitor

couldn’t believe his eyes. The entire control room was in complete disarray as people were running

around and making calls. The head agent went out the door and down the hall to reach the balcony. As

he exited the door he was just in time to see the surface of the water break and the gigantic UFO

shadow the boat. The waves from the UFO almost �ipped the boat and the entire thing was covered in

a downpour of water, almost knocking the head agent over the edge of the boat. He could just barely

get up as he looked up to see an almost 1,000 meter in diameter silver mass hovering above the ocean.

“Screw HQ! Get me Washington! They're gonna want to see this!”
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Eosphorus 3 by Kayleigh Burk

The spacecraft orbited the planet. It had been doing so for around 3 hours already. I was lucky enough

to be one of the people going down to the surface. Joel Mänd, our lovely crewmate, was the one who

had to stay in orbit.

“You all owe me,” he said.

We all laughed, including him, and went about what we were doing. The time came to begin

landing, and I climbed into the Eosphorus Venusian Module (EVM) with the other two who would be

going with me. Eosphorus was the name of our mission, named after some Greek deity. That’s how it

usually went, even as the centuries went by.

The two crewmates I would be going with were Siobhan Lee and Bruno Morales. Siobhan had

been on a Mars expedition in the past, but Bruno and I were new to the world of space exploration.

After we got settled in, the EVM separated from the rest of the spacecraft and began its

descent. It was estimated that it would take around an hour to land.

“What do you think will be done there?” Siobhan asked.

Bruno shrugged. “Rocks, probably,” he said.

“Well I �gured that much out.”
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I turned as much as I could to look out the window behind me. The planet looked orange to

me, and very rocky. Bruno’s hypothesis was correct. I didn’t care as much about the rocks, though.

Time passed as it tends to do, and the planet approached. Rather, we were approaching fast.

Before I knew it, the landing gear extended.

The EVM touched down at an altitude of about 11 kilometers above the surface of Venus. The

thick clouds lay below the mountain peak we landed on. It was the strangest thing, really. Within the

past 150 years, the atmosphere of Venus changed dramatically. The sulfur clouds lowered and thinned,

as the lower altitudes began to change their pressure. Before then, the altitude at which the

atmospheric pressure was most similar to Earth was at 50 kilometers, but there was no actual land

there, and the temperature was often around 350 K... basically very hot and gross. Now, while it was

still very hot and gross, it was more habitable with the correct equipment. The climate and atmosphere

of Venus had changed before, but that was billions of years ago and the changes took billions of years.

The recent Eosphorus missions hoped to gain more insight into what exactly is going on.

Skadi Mons stood tall, the tallest mountain on Venus. The three of us crawled out of the

lander. The hot air hit us immediately. Our suits protected us from the worst of it, but I still felt a

temperature increase. We had around 5 hours to poke around and record our �ndings before returning

to the EVM.

“How many rock samples should I pick up?” Siobhan asked.

“I don’t think it matters,” Bruno replied.
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The EVM could hold a lot of weight, so I didn’t think it was of much concern. We had plenty

of Venusian rocks already in the labs on Earth. Our mission had a purpose that concerned me more.

75ish years ago, microbes were found on Mars—Rejoice, David Bowie! Your question had been

answered, although about a century too late. This discovery then brought up the question, is there life

on Venus? At that time, the atmosphere had conditions similar to Earth around 35 kilometers above

the surface of the planet. The issue was that there was not any land at that altitude. Below those sulfur

clouds was too dangerous to land. Now, just 11 kilometers above the surface, we had a small patch of

mountain to land on, but it was still too hot for any human to plausibly live on. I think if we did �nd

any sort of organism here, it would have to be something like the Deinococcus radiodurans.

Extremophiles seem like the only plausible option here.

Siobhan and Bruno waved me over to where they were standing.

“Look at this cool rock!” Siobhan held one up. She traced her �nger along sedimentary lines. I

wasn’t a geologist like her, but I found it interesting. I gave a nod. She placed it into the EVM and we

moved on.

“How’s the visibility?” A voice in my headphones said. Probably mission control.

“About 1 kilometer, I’d guess,” Bruno replied. He was much better at guessing distances than I

was. Being more familiar with the units probably helped.

We didn’t have much area above the clouds to explore, but it was more than enough to �ll 5

hours. Those clouds were only projected to move maybe a kilometer lower, if that, so later missions

likely weren’t going to be as exciting.
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Siobhan picked up some more loose rocks. This mission must have been a dream come true for

her. I took a photo of her holding one of them up.

Bruno set up equipment to record information about the atmosphere, such as pressure and

element concentration. Probes had been sent down to Venus before for this purpose, such as Venera 4

from 1967, Akatsuki from the 2010s, and Thebes 5 from 2101, but much had changed since then.

What we at least thought we knew was changing fast. I took some pictures of him as well.

I had things to do now other than photography, however. I, just lucky enough to be chosen,

was tasked with collecting dirt samples. This may seem menial, but there is a reason for this. The way

microbes were found on Mars was in inconspicuous dirt samples. Would life on Venus, if it did exist,

be found in the same way? I was skeptical, but it was always a possibility.

I attached my camera to my suit to free my hands. I extended my surface sampler and scoop to

take some dirt. Even as technology changed, tools like the one I was using didn’t change much. They

resembled the tools used in the Apollo missions of yesteryear. Sometimes simple is best.

I scooped some dirt into the sample container. I described it to Mission Control. I did that

some more times. Maybe Siobhan would have more fun with this.

“Hey, Siobhan!” I waved. Siobhan awkwardly turned around. “Want to do something for me?”

I asked.

“I am not scooping dirt for you,” she replied.

“But it is so much fun,” I said with overexaggerated enthusiasm.

“Or you could actually do the job taxpayers spent so much for,” she turned back around.
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I laughed a little and continued scooping. I thought about how I, we, were actually here, on

Venus, something unthinkable centuries ago. We were not the �rst, as Eosphorus 2 and Waresa-5 came

before us, but it was still so surreal. It was not at all glamorous all the time, but I didn’t mind. I WAS

SCOOPING DIRT ON VENUS. TAKE THAT!

I collected what I thought was enough and placed it beside the EVM to take inside later. There

was already a pile of rocks there as well.

I found Bruno fumbling with some sort of controller. He had all sorts of instruments set up,

which were to be there inde�nitely.

“Do you need any help?” I asked.

“Uh, I suppose it wouldn’t hurt. Here,” he pointed to some pieces on the ground.

As I approached, the wind started to kick up dirt. I didn’t think much of it, but it got worse.

Larger pieces of dirt made plinking noises against my helmet.

“Bruno?!” I called out. Visibility had gone from 1 kilometer to maybe 1 foot in about half a

minute. Winds like this were usually seen higher up in the atmosphere, not on the surface.

“Bruno? Are you OK?” I called again.

“Oh, yes,” his mu�ed voice replied, “this will give very interesting data.”

Oh my god. They were all a bunch of NERDSSS!! I suppose you had to be to get a job at any

space agency, though.

I had a more pressing problem at the moment. I couldn’t see more than a few inches in front of

me, and I didn’t know when the winds would calm down, if they ever would.
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“The anemometer is going crazy!” Bruno said with joy. I tried to remember which thing that

was for… wind?

“Siobhan?” I turned around. I hadn’t heard from her for a while. I took a step, but then took it

back. I shouldn’t wander away from Bruno and get lost, but I wanted to make sure Siobhan was OK

too.

“Have you seen her?” I asked Bruno.

“I think I saw her near the EVM. She should be �ne,” he replied. He sounded more unsure

than he let on.

There was nothing I could do. I took an empty sample bag I had and held it up to catch the dirt

and debris. I may as well take the opportunity.

The storm calmed minutes later. My sample bag had weird chunks of dirt that looked di�erent

from what I had collected earlier. Particles �oated stagnant in the air still, but we had way higher

visibility now.

“We just experienced a sandstorm of sorts lasting about 15 minutes,” Bruno said, probably to

the people at mission control.

I took out one of my last sample bags and scooped up the newly uncovered ground. It looked

similar to the topsoil, but maybe there were di�erences that weren’t so easily seen.

“Do you still need help?” I asked Bruno, remembering why I came there in the �rst place.

“I think I’ve got it. You should go �nd Siobhan.”
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I took a photo of Bruno’s meteorological instruments, as well as a photo of him posing in front

of them, before turning away. I found Siobhan huddled by the EVM.

“Are you OK?” I noticed she had a pile of rocks about the height of her.

“Well, that wasn’t ideal,” she said, “but I’m still here. Did you �nd Bruno?”

“Yeah, I was around him when the storm happened. I guess it’ll give some insights into

Venusian weather patterns.”

“How much time do we have left here?” I then asked.

She pondered for a moment. “An hour?”

“Well, let’s get going then.”

———————————————————————————————————————

We made our way back into the EVM. Our time outside was done, but we still had work to do.

Bruno analyzed data gathered from his meteorological instruments and Siobhan started breaking open

some rocks. I found a surface to dump my dirt onto. I put on gloves and spread out one of my samples

and found a magni�er for examination. I couldn’t do very meticulous observations, but I could at least

get some basic things done.

The �rst sample was from the soil near the EVM. I typed my observations concerning its

consistency, texture, color, etc. I did the same process for each sample I gathered, changing gloves in

between. I’d then put the previous sample I studied into a box and label it.
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I found the bag from the storm and opened it up. I put on new gloves and spread out the dirt

evenly. I typed my observations as I normally would have done, but something stood out to me. I

wished I had a proper microscope here, but I made do with the best I had. The magni�er was as close as

I could get it to be, and I took a better look. Was that… a cell?

“You guys need to get over here,” I said, standing up straighter.

“What’s wrong?” Siobhan asked.

“Nothing, nothing at all. I think I just found a cell.”

She and Bruno stood on either side of me. I handed Siobhan the magni�er. I pointed to where

I was looking.

“Oh, I guess there could be something there,” she mumbled. She handed the tool to Bruno so

he could see.

“We would need a closer look with better tools, but it’s possible...”

HA. It’s possible that my eyes did deceive me, but it was also very possible I had made a very

important discovery.

———————————————————————————————————————

It had been a month since we got back from Venus. My hypothesis about what I found was

being tested at this moment. While I was not able to actually take part in the lab itself, I was able to
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watch from another room. The process was so meticulous. The lab technicians took great care to make

sure nothing was mishandled.

One of the lead scientists took a hold of the microscope lense. He adjusted the focus on it. I

turned my head to the other people around me. If they were anxious, they didn’t show it. I looked back

to the lab. The lead scientist switched samples, as a technician wrote something down. They were

testing the sample that I collected from the storm. I could not believe it, even though I was looking

right at it.

“How many samples do they have to look at?” I asked a man next to me.

“Ten,” he said, not bothering to look at me.

I nodded. “That’s great, well at least I think so.”

They were now on the third sample. Had they found anything yet? Did I get a bunch of people

in the scienti�c world all hyped up for nothing? What would be of my future career, then?

Fourth sample. The lab technician wrote down a lot more this time, at least I think so. Was I

just imagining it?

Fifth sample. Some of the people around me started to get a bit restless. I would have paced

around with them, but I didn’t want to look away from the scene for too long.

Sixth sample. I could hear voices from that room, but they were too mu�ed and quiet to hear.

The lab technician wrote for a while.

“What do you think that is?” I asked a di�erent person next to me.
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“They could have proven your theory right,” she said. She looked as if she was carefully

considering her next words. “They could have also just found something else interesting to note.”

I nodded. The seventh sample was being observed. My impatience was catching up with me.

Did I always take this long during labs?

Eighth, ninth, they went by at an agonizing speed.

The �nal one. I held my breath. Everything went by slower. It took too long for the lead

scientist to focus the lense, too long for the technician to write down the observations and such.

The other technicians started to clean up the lab while the lead checked over the observations

written down.

The lab procedure was over. I exited the room and found the lead scientist.

“What did you �nd?” I asked.

He thought for a moment. Maybe there was something he couldn’t tell me. “Well, we’ll have to

do some more laboratory work, but your theory is… well there is de�nitely some sort of microbe in

your sample.”

“WHAT?!” I said. Some people turned their heads. Quieter, I continued, “that’s great! Oh my

god that’s… I can’t �nd the words to describe…”

He shrugged. “We can’t quite celebrate yet. After our additional lab work, we have to write up

a report and get it peer reviewed and all that. I’m sure you’re familiar with that.”

I nodded. My hands shook with excitement.

“Good work,” he gave an awkward thumbs up and left with his technicians.
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I was alone. This discovery was not only a turning point in our knowledge of Venus, but also a

turning point in my life. I was just a lowly microbiologist, but now I was making discoveries and stu�.

What did this mean for me and my work?

I heard footsteps behind me. I turned around and saw Bruno, Siobhan, and Joel running over

to me.

“I guess you aren’t a complete failure,” Joel said, ru�ing my hair.

“Well, I hope not!” I said, pushing his arms away.

“You’re so mean,” Siobhan said, lightly punching Joel’s arm.

“What happened?” Bruno asked.

“Cells, microbes,” I tried to organize my thoughts, “life… I was right! There are

microorganisms living on Venus. They have more work to do but…”

As they congratulated me, I realized that it wasn’t worth trying to �gure out how my life was

going to change. I may be promoted, or have a new job entirely, but I would always have these people

to support me, no matter what happened.
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Pirate by Patric Ashcraft

Part One: Georgia

The time I went to Georgia was a strange one. I was down there for a slave auction with the hopes to

�nd good prices. “These ones are fresh o� the boat they sailed all the way around the horn from

Tanzania!” There was a loud spokesperson with a crowd of buyers in plaid button down suits and fresh

shined shoes. I stuck out like a sore thumb and I knew this since I traveled here still wearing my work

clothes with some dirty overalls.

Our ranch was small as the town my wife was stuck up and tired of me throwing my back out at such

an early age. She would tell me I won't live till thirty if I keep it up. So she forced me to buy us some

slaves to plow, we only needed a few since that was all I could a�ord from the last harvest. That land

had been passed down since her daddy came here to the New World. She pressured me to get us some

money. I looked at that boat and remembered that spokesman mentioning the horn. I had to know

what was outside our ranch inside South Carolina. Yet before I knew it I was up for the next bidding so

I carelessly put it all on this one slave who would become my friend for the time being. They let him

down from the podium; he was frail and scared. He didn't say a word to me. The boy must’ve been

around the age of 10-12 he seemed to either be unaware of the situation or traumatized.

“So you're from Tanzania, uh where’s that at?” I asked hoping to maybe start a conversation or just

some small talk.
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The boy was dead silent as I looked at him longer I realized there was more than meets the eye. He had

many freckles all over his face and arms but not on his feet or palms of his hands. The pupils of his eyes

were round and black to where you saw only little glimpses of the whites of his eyes when they slightly

widened. This long silence of eye contact made me lose my train of thought about what to do next. I

had spent all my money on this one.

“What’s your name, boy?” There was still no response. The track back to the ranch was a long and

awkward one.

I didn't even attempt small talk besides what was the point if he couldn’t understand me. When we

made it to the ranch my wife had a �erce look on her face. She had her legs crossed in a rocking chair

and a sewing kit in her lap.

“Are you serious, one just one slave? How are we gonna make enough harvest for winter let alone how

is some kid gonna do it by himself?” She screamed as I walked up to our front porch on the farm

house. “Now Matilda heard he was the only one I could get. The others were too expensive.” I said,

trying to calm her.  “I don't care Daniel, surely there was one better than this kid.”

I looked back at the kid and he had a small smirk he was hiding with his arms behind his back. She

went back inside and slammed the front door shut. Then immediately she was right back outside and

said “Here this is the last we have to go back and get us some more slaves.” She said while pointing

south. “Come on kid hop on the back with me.”
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Once again we were o� back to Georgia. We arrived at the same port with more slaves this time from a

place called Kenya. It began almost on cue as they brought them all out and I found the next three I

would bet on. The weather went from a drizzle to more of a storm quickly which was odd since it was

the middle of summer. Then a clash of lightning struck the mast of the parked ship and it abrupt a �re

on the crows nest. The mast fell over like a small tree landing on the deck and setting the �oorboards

ablaze. Everything happened so fast guards watching the slave auction went to go care for the �re.

“That boat is carrying gunpowder!” One man called but it was too late. The whole boat exploded in a

ball of �re. Then the twenty slaves with their ankles together in a chain started hopping like a potato

sack race all together. Everyone was yelling and everything was on �re. I looked down at the boy who

was at my side and he was no longer there. Within the midst of the chaos he’d vanished I looked around

frantically hoping to see him. Everyone was running and screaming people were trying to put out the

�re, a �ght with the twenty slaves all in a chain gang broke out, there was still no sight of the boy. Until

someone yelled “One got out!” I looked to where the voice yelled and he was chasing the boy across the

docks.  I went after him as well but he was fast. It looked as if he had got too much distance on me and

he was gone until he became cornered at the very end of the dock. The guard then tackled him and

started beating the boy I rushed towards over as fast as I could and shoved the man o� the boy. He fell

back onto the back lip of the dock and slowly leaned back �ailing his arms in the air until the boy

kicked him down into the water. I could hear him breathing so loudly it overtook the ferocity of the

storm. I picked him up into my arms and ran back down the docks. I looked around but everything

was still in chaos; out of panic I ran up a boarding ramp onto a ship and hid below decks. The boy was
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badly bruised all I could do was hold him and gently rub his wounds. He started to close his eyes and

drift o� to sleep and before I knew it I did as well.

Part 2: Stowaways

I awoke to an unsettling sound distant yelling and screams above decks. Cannons blasting o� one after

the other it caused my ears to ring and I stumbled over. I waddled from side to side as the ship rocked

from one to the other. I climbed the upper deck to �nally see a large boat with black sails.

I awoke again this time in a cold sweat and a queasy stomach. I clenched my gut as if I was going to be

sick.  Until the panic and realization settled in, I was only dreaming thank god but I was still on a boat

and it was still rocking back and forth slowly. Everything was very calm and still I had no clue yet I

could just feel it was early in the morning. The ship coasted gently across the waves and each piece of

wood had a creaking sound to it each time the ship went back and forth. I stood up in a jolt onto my

feet and examined my surroundings. I was on a boat that was a given, there were no windows, only

cracks of sunlight from the decks above me peeking through the �oorboards above.  Giant wooden

beams stuck through the ship giving it support. I concluded I was at the bottom of the ship and there

was no door, only a ladder hatch that was strangely sealed.

That didn't make sense. How did I get down here if it's closed? Then I saw in one the wide barrels

there he was the boy fast asleep in a barrel of apples. I walked over to him and tapped him on the face.

“Wake up boy, wake up.” I whispered in a hurry.
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“Come on get out of there!” I whispered loudly again.

I tugged by his ankles and slung him then over my shoulder out of the barrel and set him down in

front of me. He opened only one eye to try and get a glance at me but I caught him.

“What are you doing kid? How'd we get down here, why are we on a boat?” He was unsure what I was

saying but he could tell from the tone of my voice that I was angry.

“Do you know any English kids at all?” I was panicking thinking what to say to be able to

communicate with the boy.

“Okay deep breaths.” *inhale* *exhale* “Are you from Tanzania?” He frowned at that word when he

heard it.

“How old are you?” Still no response to his age.

“What is your name?” He looked even more confused this time.

“Name, what is your name?” I paused for a second as I could tell he was doing his very best to

understand me. It was still no use.

“Your name is now Zania. Za-ni-ah.”

“Za.”

“good good, now the next one.”
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“Ni.” “The next one.”

“Ah.”

“Now all together Zaniah.”

“Zaniah.”

“Good! You did it.”

The boy now had a name and I felt accomplished even though I was still aimlessly sailing on a boat to

who knows where, I felt accomplished. We were living in the bottom hull of the ship and had a

bountiful supply of apples but water was still an issue. I looked over to the ladder hatch and realized

that was our only possible source of water. The bottom hull of the boat however had an arched ceiling

and the ladder hatch was at the peak of that arch. I had no idea of how to reach it since the ship was

swaying and there was no way to balance on a barrel I would injure myself surely. Then it dawned upon

me. I looked over at Zania and pointed at the hatch.

I picked him up and set him on my shoulders. “Okay can you see something to pull on?” I did a hand

motion pulling down but at the same time lost my balance the ship was still swaying aimlessly. I

stumbled forward regaining my balance. “Zania pull down, pull!” I took his arm and placed it on the

hatch then slowly placed the other. The ship made a loud sound that made me think we’d crashed or

hit by a cannon. I went �ying forward onto the ground and Zania was now hanging from the hatch.

“Zania pull down, for Christ’s sake!” I ran over to him and pulled down on his legs since he was just
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hanging like a �sh on a hook doing nothing. The ladder hatch swung open and Zania was now back on

his feet. “Zania!” I laughed out loud. “Pull down next time my god.” He started to smile and laugh as

well and we both started to burst out laughing.

I climbed up the ladder not knowing what to expect each step on the ladder made an extremely loud

creak to it. I peaked my head up the top to see roughly 300 slaves all in cages staring at me. I continued

to climb up and stood around to see more and more all bunched up in cages. They were of all ages,

some old, some young. Wherever I walked their eyes followed me and the whites of their eyes stood out

like a scar. I went back down for Zania and brought him up to see them all. He was about as shocked as

I was. He then went around to each cage examining each person. Zania stopped at one cage and said

something in a foreign language to one of them. After a long talk Zania looked at me and pointed at a

set of keys hanging on a support beam in the middle of the ship. I knew what had to be done but we

couldn’t do it now. It was the middle of the day and if we were to set the slaves free now the other

people on the ship would realize for sure.

“Listen Zania, we can’t set them free now.” His stare at me said more than words. I felt bad but I was

right there was no way to set them free now.

“During the night we make our move okay.”

“He’s right.” Said one of the slaves.

To my surprise I wasn’t the only English speaker in the room.
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“If we are going to free ourselves we have to work together.” The man speaking was a tall deep voiced

slave with teared pants and a symbol on the side of his neck that wrote TZ.

“My name is Charles, your friend and I come from the same homeland. What is your name, friend?”

He asked with a smile.

“Daniel m-my name is Daniel and I shall free you!” I yelled while raising a �st in excitement. “We all

need a good sleep so get some rest because tonight is the night!” Charles after every few words was

translating back to everyone else.

“That we become o�cial Pirates!” Charles translated once again and an uproar around all the cells

began.

“Shhh!” Charles yelled as a stampede of footsteps came down from the upper decks. I grabbed Zania

and jumped down the ladder hatch and closed it behind me. Yet I still had the set of keys to the cells.

The herd of footsteps had now stopped and I could hear some pacing around the room above us. The

people were now yelling but I couldn’t make any of it out. I came to the conclusion that it was best to

get some rest that way we could still make our move later tonight.

Part 3: Piracy

I woke up this time cold again not in a sweat but for how cold it was in the night. The room was now

pitch black and I needed to still �nd Zania who was asleep somewhere down here.
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“Zania.” I whispered once.

“Zania wake up.” I whispered again.

“Zania?” Still no response.

Above me I heard some noise of footsteps and mu�ed voices. I decided it was best to stop calling for

Zania and try to continue the plan. I walked aimlessly through the dark until I felt a thud on my head. I

was so confused about what I hit, I reached out in front of me and felt the ladder hatch fully open and

below it a barrel. I blindly climbed up the ladder to see one lantern that dimly lit up the room. There

was Zania going through each key on the rack testing them on each cell.

“Zania.” I whispered

“Shhh!” Charles whispered back, then he pointed to the corner of the cell where there was a guard

asleep with a musket and a bottle of Carribean Rum. I creeped over to the guard and gently slid the

musket out from under his arm. Just before I got out from under his arm I heard a loud *click* and the

swing of a metal door came open. The guard opened his eyes and was met by the butt of the musket

against his nose. Zania had found the correct key and he then went around to each cell one after the

other *click, click, click, click* until every cell had sung open. The slaves looked more scared now than

they did before because they had now realized they were breaking free and it was now or never. We all

stayed silent and tried our hardest not to make a single �oorboard creak slowly. All the men walked up

the decks as I took the lead with the ri�e. We were all stopped at the violent sound of cannonballs

launching into the air. The drunken sailors had stopped singing and laughing and everything was
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silent. Then a noise that sounded like a bullet whistling through the air had met with the side of the

ship *Crassshhh* a crater sized hole went straight through the side of the ship, past us, and out the

other side. Then a �urry of whistling cannonballs were visible through the air. “Take cover!” I yelled. I

and all the other slaves ran down below decks thinking of a way out to safety. I looked around and the

whites of their eyes were more piercing than ever before. I peeked my head back up to the deck we were

all on and had gotten blown through completely. The front of the was now visible and the entire

weight of the ship now shifted forward.

“Come on, it's time to go!” I yelled once more.

“Daniel it was an honor for you to lead my people to freedom, thank you.” Charles said like it was a

soldier's goodbye.

“It’s not over yet Charles now come on!” I commanded as we all sprinted up the decks to be greeted by

a battle scene of mayhem. Sailors and pirates clashed in battle, cannons still bursting through and a �re

on the mast had broken out. It was now sunset and the pirates were ultimately winning; they had

�nished the last sailors o� and some had even surrendered. They then turned and saw the hundreds of

us all staring in terror. A crowd of pirates had formed and they all looked at us in confusion.

“Oi lads why are ya just staring at em.” A voice emerged from the crowd. Out came a large 7ft tall man

with a parrot on his shoulder.

“Greetings you �ne ladies and gents, we are The Scallywags of the Coral Sea. My name is Captain

Dundee and these are my mates!” He said cheerfully.
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“So what’s a bunch of slaves and a farmer doing out in the middle of the Carribean?” He asked.

“Were in the middle of the Carribean?” I asked in shock.

“Well of course mate, where else do you think you are? What’s all your buddies names?”

“My name is Daniel, this is Charles, my friend Zania, and everyone else.” The rest of the women and

children emerged from the lower decks.

*Crashhhh*

“Well mate, let's not stand around on a sinking ship for too long, let's get you all over here.” He said as

a large wooden plank came down from their ship and landed on the deck. Some of his crew mates then

came out of the captain's quarters with a large chest and walked across the plank to the other side and

we all followed along.

“So mate what’s your peoples goals all my crew mates have their own dreams. My friend Eyeball over

there is just searching for an eye, Toothpick is looking for some gold teeth so he can have his chompers

back, and I’m looking for me dads treasure he buried many years ago. So what’s your dream fella?” He

asked.

What was my dream? I had no clue but I felt like I had something almost like a purpose. This lifestyle

may not be the most extravagant but it surely is something. I think my goal is to bring these slaves back

to their home in Tanzania.
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“Now there’s a goal! That I would love to ful�ll my friend, welcome aboard everyone to the S.S. Acca

Dacca!”

Captain Dundee had begun to set sail and the slaves, Zania, and Charles all had a smile on their faces.

As the sun went down I looked at my newly acquired friends that I then knew I would spend a lifetime

with.

The End
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